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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmnesa in the Right
Saturday.
May l 19Í7,
ROY, Mora County. New Mexico.

AlV,

Foot ofSnow

Our Governor

The Snow Storm Saturday
afternoon and night was an unusual occurrance coming at this
time in May but the moisture it
brought is the most welcome
thing that has visited this mesa
in a year. The snow lay nearly
a foot deep all over the country
and drifted to two and three feet
in places and the soil is thoroly
saturated better than twice the
amount of water in rain would
have done. The wheat that has
stuck along and managed to grow
a little during the long dry spell
is now in the best possible condition and a very little more moisture will make a crop of some it
while plenty of rain will insure a
large yield.
The wheat acreage after many
fields have been blown out or dri
ed out is still larger than ever
planted on this mesa before and
the prospect is very bright for
'good summer crops as well.
The snow 'caused some discomfort and inconvenience but is a
source of rejoicing to everybody
here. The storm extended to Tu
cumcari and Dawson and seems
"
to have "been General all over

The following extracts from
Governor Lindsey's Message to
the Legislature show that he has
the right idea and is on the job
for all the people - Two prime requisites for the
successful prosecution of the war
come to the notice and attention
of the people of the State of

this part of the state.
S. Floersheim advises us that
he has lost 160 lambs thus far
this season. He has Urge tents
with each flock- of ewes to pro
tect them and has thus saved
many lambs which would other
wise have perished. The lamb
crop over the state is reported
at not oyer 50 percent saved on
accountof short pasture.
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It is easy enough to tell our
farmers to increase their food
products but if they have not the
money to buy seed orto employ
labor, or labor is not furnished
for theis employ, such recommendation is of no benefit.
You should therefore, at this
session, provide means for loan
ing all our worthy farmers money to buy seed, employ labor; and
to furnish the labor to their hands
to such a degree as will enable
them to make the most of their
utmost exertion in the production of more food for both man
and beast.
Let me, Hherefore in conclusion
urge that, in this great crisis, in
this even tragic time, we shall
all, forgetting self and political
bias, labor earnestly to serve
most efficiently our State and our
Nation. This, it seems to me, is
our supreme privilege, as, no less
it is ur supreme duty.
Respectfully submitted,
W. E. LINDSEY,
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State Land Sale
i

New Mexico:
1. The recruiting of our full
quota of soldiers.
2. The production of addition
al foodstuff?,
It appeared to us that the
existing state of the'.law does not
provide either a route or a means
for the accomplishment of these

R. C. Grunig has resigned as
Village Marshall on account of
the cut in his salary made by the
Governor.
Villaga Council this week from
$50. to $35. per month. We are
Dr. Self Builds .
now without a municipal officer
but still have him as Constable Dr. Self Is making a large and
roomy addition to his residence
and Deputy Sheriff.
on the west side. When
y
it will be a fine large
Miss Shirley Nutter writes to
structure
the
thruout
and
request her
sent to her at
Albuquerque where she has a oritside appearance will be greatgood position as
for ly improved as well as the inside
the Jaffa Grocery Co. of that arrangement.
city.
She sends regards to
The conduct of Recruiting Offfriends here.
icers in Roy last week has been
R. E. Alldredge was called to toe subject of considerable
since their departure and it
Springer on business Tuesday.
is a liltte difficult to know usi
what a local news pao j jir t to
The Weather forecast
da
in the way j auppr in or
May 12 to 18
tellin- ..ie new
Cycles of rain, wind and thun
It is certain tnat som
r ie
der storms will .repeat themselv- would feel better a'xu let in?
es in afternoons and evenings their boy""l join the
from the 12th. to 16th. 17th. and theripiesentative-- f the ecr g
18th, pleasant.
Ofrico
men whe e c
Get ready friends, get ready.
was above reproach
.Five weeks of severe drouth will
fallow. Save your wheat. What
Remember the High Sch ol
didn't blow out will dry out. You Play Friday night of this. week.
can save your wheat by cross It is a "Hummer," at the School
harrowing drill rows twice, with house.half the teeth removed.
It is reported that Jess DavenVery truly yours
port has traded his 80 acres
T.H. Polaskie
where his house and -- orchard is
Mills, N.Mex. located for the 320
acre farni
which Dr, Self recently purchasThe walks about town have ed from Charlie Hernandez and
been made passable in places by sold agair.
means of cinders hauled in from
This gives Jess a lot of fine
the track but the mud has been land and the other party afine
fierce this week and reminds Iowa country home.
and Missouri people of conditions
"Back home" no one has dared
Storm Bound
grumble about it yet. "
Book-keep-

-
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Nellie E. Willcox.
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Grace V. Ogden.

All the Prominent Citizens of Roy are not men - - and lest
you might get the erronous idea that they are - - we present this
week pictures of the two Lady Members of the Roy School
Board who were elected at the First Municipal School election
and who assumed the duties of the office Monday,
Mrs. Willcox, is one of the pioneers of New Mexico, coming
here in the early days and she has known what it meant to
guard against Indian attacks. She is also a pioneer of Roy, and
has been jdentfied with every movement for the betterment or
entertainment of the town. She has ben especially interested in Schools, and has visited schools, helped with school enterprises and in every way made herself a blessing to Roy.
She is just a good, jolly little Irish lady, witty and full of fun
as she is sincere and efficient. Her influence on the School
Board will be all on the side of
better schools and improved
conditions and she is as thoroly competent to fill the office as
any man.

the schoolroom tolxicome the wife of editor of the
but
this is the only reaiy feolish thing she fcas evr done She has
been acting as supply teacher the past winter in theschoolsand
her husband has gfaen up all hope of ever reforming her to
where she will leav schools alone.
S--

These two ladies 'will be members of the School board for the
next four years. J. L Swaim is the other four year member
and Dr. C. Plumlee and Sam Ratcliffe are the two year members.
We shall demand of this board efficient intelligent service,
and we are satisfied the lady members wsS be found very useful in looking after details of their duties which men seldom
have time to attend to.

nt

Rural JPhones

The two Rural Telephone lines
Stale Receives Total of $1,334,
out of Roy, east, have been in- 503.29 for Land Sell in Apiil
stalled and are now in operation
Total of 173,197.31 acres biing
with the Roy Central. The wires
average of $7.70 an acre, best
are strung on 2x4s spiked to
average on record.
fence posts along tho route with
The State of New Mexico received $1,334,503.29 for 173,197.
31 acres of state lands sold in
164 seperate tracts at seven public land auctions held during the
month of April just past. The
prices paid, and the average, $7.70
an acre, are the highest on record for state lands, and the nam
be? of small tracts passing into
the hands of actual farmers, is
far in excess of the total of such
sales in any previous six months
period in the history of the State
Land office. The sales were in
Guadalupe, Quay, Socorro, Curry
Chaves, Eddy and Union Counties, the latter attracting a crowd
of more than 1,000 from other
counties and stateá. A tract of
38,000 acres in Union County
sold for $10 an acre to a group
of 110
bidders from
22 states and Canada.
Including the April sales the
state has now sold or contracted
to sell approximately 1,000,000
acre9 of the 12, 150,000 acres
granted to it by Congresss.
Practically all of the land sold
in April is under the new 5 per
cent payment law with 30 years
in which to pay the balance, the
land going immediately onto the
tax rolls at full value. Thus, as
a result of these sales the state
gains $1,334,503.29 in taxable
property and the institutions and
schools, benificiaries under the
federal land grants to the state,
receive at once for their permanent funds $66,725.16, and
for their income funda for the
fiscal , yea
ft total of $50,711.12
A considerable area of the land
sold is being or will be farmed
.

Mrs. Ogden was a teaefcer in the Roy Schools for several
years, and previously neld ft homestead. She taught in the first
Consolidated School staiíeished in Illinois, and has lived in
school work much of heriife.
The worst thing charged against her is that she abandoned
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this year.
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Roy's Soldier Boys

Roy

has contributed ten of her

young men to the army. Five
of our Mexican boys go this week
to besnn training, they are Joe
Vigil Santiago Mestas, Manue
Archuleta, Ricardo Archuleta,
and Noah Trujillo, They will go
to Clayton for examinatien.
.

tall poles

at road crossings.

"

Mr.

T. R. Pint, who came here re
cently from Alva, Okla, installed
the phones and got acauainted
with his neighbors in that way.
The line is working successfully
on both circuits and adds materially to the convenience of coun
try life for those who have
phones.

The Baccalaureate sermnn fnr
the 8th Grade , graduates was
postponed Sunday eveninenn nc.
C3unt of the storm and was given
Monday evening instead, Rev.
Dawn, of De Moines, N. M. delivering the address to the class
The weather conditions Monday
evening were little better and
the audience was nrcnrriintrlv
small. Special music was pre
pared lor the occasion and h
address was very appropriate.

Prof. J. E. Russell has nur- chased a new Ford car and has
accepted the appointment of Tern
porary Carrier on Route "A"
which starts out of Roy June 1st
He will take the examinatinn nnil
try for the permanent position if
likes the job and it pays well
enough. This is a 50 mile daily
trip and Will trive the Mm'or
plenty to do especially when the
roaas are Dad.
--

The Roy Village Trustees met
Monday evening in recrular ses
sion. They reduced the salary
of the Village Marshall and Clerk
and planned a head to get the .
most for the small, amount of
Revenue available, The cost of
the new Jail is just now running
their cash balance short.

.

.

Lyphus Kirby, of Kansas Valcontributing his full share
to the cause of his countrv. Wp
has three boys accepted and now
in the regular service of Uncle
Sam. We trust they may all
come back to him safely with a
record of duty well dose.

ley, is

--
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Commencement Program

-

Rev. Russel came down to visit his family' but was unable to
get out ' to the ranch on account
of the deep mud and snow. He
visited friends in town and returned to Dawson Tuesday.

Civil Service Examination
A P.

'
0. inspector wa3 in Roy

Thurs. and twenty citizens took

Examination for carrier
on the new Rural Route out
of Roy. i
the

Will Mitchell, Joe Mitchell and
wife,
L. A. Ticvn ,John
Criswell, T.R. Pint and a numbed of other people were snowed
in Saturday and had to remain
in town till after noon Sunday
before they could get out to their
farms. Mr. Brown started home
but his pony turned around with
him and Came back to town
from the cemetry. It was im
possible to face the storm but
all were pleased with the resultant moisture. ."' , ;
,

.
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ROY PUBLIC SCHOOL
Saturday Evening, May 12, 1917
MUSIC,
INVOCATION.

Rev.

G. B.

Hall

Lillian Jeannette Lusk

CLASS HISTORY,
CLASS PROPHECY,

William Elmer Scott

Major Munsey
The trainmen found it expedí
ent Sunday to push a snow plow
Mrs. C. E. Munsev is bark in
ahead of the train coming up
Mills visiting friends and Idl
from Tucumcari. The snow was
ing after the homestead whirh
so deep that it was necessary to
she took care of and proved up
plow it off the track.
while Mr. M. worked for tViP,V
living.
Mr. Munsev has vp
W. W. Wildman, of Granby
t'ered
the
Regular Army with the
Missouri, arrived in Roy Monday
rank
of
Major
and is now station
for an extended visit with his son
J. E. Wildman. He is a well pre id at Lion Springs,
served man of advanced years
The mail carriersare un against
and we trust he will like this
it
right this week, to drive the
country well enough to remain
"
' routes in a car and a team would
permanently.
do little better but look what
it ;B
working
doing to the wheat. Most any
Our local Committee
in conjunction with the State armer would gladly do without
War Committee is assured of lu's mail for a week than misa
assistance for farmers who need this mud that we have prayed
it and can use it to good advant for so long.
age.

They are reminded that plant
It is the general concensus of
ing is not all and they must look opinion here that the snow
and
to the ability and willingness of mud we have been wading
this
the farmer to cultivate properly week is wcrth a million dollars
to
A state Committeeman
asMell.
'
his community.
or expert will be here soon to
work with the local board.
.

DUET,

;

,

( VlOLETTA GERTRITDK RRITflR
"Stepping Stones to Success"

VALEDICTORIANS,

I

CLASS SONG,

Ermal Janes Greenwood

"The Red, The White, The Blue,'
By

.

LECTURE,

Rev. O. W. Hearm

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts,

Presentation of Diploma?.

:lass
colors
WHITE
BLUI
"D,

ANO

class motto
CINMNS"

"NOT QUITTING

BUT

B

class flower

WHITE

NS RED CARNATIONS

The

CHAUTAUQUA

Frank is Home

is coming

Hon. F. A. Roy returned
Wednesday from attendance at
the Special Session of the Legislature at Santa Fe.
He was right on all the impart-an- t
matters before the session
and in line with the Governor
whom we believe is entirelj
right. Frank is glad to get home
and find agricultural conditions
eo

satisfactory.

''-

The contract securedJ bllv
citizens of Roy has been accepted by the head office of the
n
Chautauqua atTopekaKan- nr.. n
i
tvir. ornee wi iil be hprn nevtsds.
sveek to complete
and further announcements will
tnen oe made.
Cad-mea-

arrano-ompnt-

Don't forget the date
íctii to 17 inc usive. '
'

-J-

une

'

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

He was a famous man who had lost

himself throutfh fear, but found

courage in an inspiring woman's love

Mary Roberts Rinehart
story
tells the

Sidney comes to know sorrow intimately, and Christine, the
bride, is disillusioned about her man.
K. LeMoyne, a queer stronger with gentle manners, becomes a
roomer at the Page home, presided over by Sidney, her Invalid mother,
Anna, and her old maid aunt, Harriet, a dressmaker. Sidney becomes
a hospital nurse through the Influence of Dr. Max Wilson, a brilliant
K. loves her from a distance,
young surgeon, smitten with her charm.
chura. At the hospital,
an old
nnd so does Joe
She becomes acquainted with
Sidney learns the world's sorrows.
Charlotta Harrison, who has been Intimate with Wilson and is jealous
of unoffending Sidney. Her chum, Christine Lorenz, marries Palmer
Howe, a young society rake, and they take rooms at the Page home.
Despite K.'s efforts to avoid strangers, Doctor Max meets hlra one
night and finds he Is a famous Doctor Edwardes, supposedly dead.
Max keeps the secret at his old friend's urgent request.
high-scho-

CHAPTER

XII.

10

When Palmer and Christine returned
from their wedding trip Anna Page
made much of the arrival, Insisted on
dinner for them that night at the little
house, must help Christine unpack her
trunks and arrange her wedding gifts
about the apartment. She was brighter
than she had been for days, more Interested. The wonders of the trousseau filled her with admiration and a
sort of Jealous envy for Sidney, who
could have none of these things. In a
pathetic sort of way she mothered
Christine In lieu of her own daughter.
And It was her quick eye that discerned something wrong. Christine
was not happy. Under her excitement
was an undercurrent of reserve. Anna,
rich In maternity If in nothing else,
felt It, and In reply to some speech of
Christine's that struck her as hard, not
quite fitting, she gave her a gentle admonishing.

mother's bed and getting It ready;
opened windows, brought order and
quiet And then, with death In her
eyes, she took up her position beside
her mother. This was no time for
weeping ; that would come later. Once
she turned to IL, standing watchfully
beside her.
"I think you have known this for
a long time," she said. And, when he
did not answer: "Why did you let me
stay oway from her? It would have
been such a little time!"
"We were trying to do our best for
both of you," he replied.
Anna was unconscious nnd sinking
fust One thought obsessed Sidney.
She repeated It over and over. It came
as a cry from the depths of the girl's
new experience.

"She has had so little of life," she
said, over and over." "So little I Just
this Street. She never knew anything
else."
And finally K. took It up.
all, Sidney," he said, "the
life; the world Is only many
She had a great deal. She
and content, and she had
you."
Anna died a little after 'midnight, a
quiet passing, so that only Sidney and
the two men knew when she went
away. It was Harriet who collapsed.
During all that long evening she had
sat looking back over years of small
unklnduesscs. The thorn of Anna's Inefficiency had always rankled In her
flesh. She had been hard, uncompromising, thwarted. And now It was forever too late.1
K. had watched Sidney carefully,
Once he thought she was fainting, and
went to her. But she shook her head.
"I nm all right Do you think you
could get them all out of the room
and let me have her alone for Just a

"After
"Married life takes a little adjusting, ray dear," she said. "After we Street Is
have lived to ourselves for a camber streets.
of years, It Is tot easy to Uve for had love
someone else."

Christine straightened irom the tea
table slie was arranging.
"Thnt's true, of course. But why
should the woman do all the adjusting?"
"Men are more set," said poor Anna,
who had never- been set In anything
In her life. "It Is harder for them to
give In. And, of course, Palmer Is
,
older, and his habits"
,
"The less said about Palmer's habits the better," flashed Christine. "I
appear to have married a bunch of
habits."
She gave over her unpacking, and
sat down listlessly by the fire, while
Anna moved about, busy with the small
activities that delighted her.
Christine was not without courage.
She was making a brave clutch at happiness. But that afternoon of the first
day at home she was terrified. She
was glad when Anna went and left
her alone by her fire.
The day's exertion had been bad for
Anna. Le Moyne found her on the
couch In the transformed sewing room,
and gave her a quick glance of apprehension. She was propped up high
with pillows, with a bottle of aromatic
ammonia beside her.
"Just short of breath," she panted.
"I I must get down. Sidney Is coming home to supper; and the oth-

'

ersPalmer and"

That was as far as she got K
jratch In hand, found her pulse thin,
trlngy, Irregular. He had been prepared for some such emergency, and
be hurried Into his room for amyl nitrate. When he came back she was
There was no
almost unconscious.
time even to call Katie. He broke the
capsule In a towel, and held It over her
face. After a time the spasm relaxed,
but her condition remained alarming.
Harriet, who had come home by that
time, sat by the couch and held her
sister's hand. Only once In the next
hour or so did she speak. They had
sent for Doctor Ed, but he had not
come yet. Harriet was too wretched
to notice the professional manner In
which K. set to work over Anna.
"I've been a very hard sister to her,"
she said. "If you can pull her through,
I'll try to make up for It"
Christine sat on the stairs outside,
They had
frightened and helpless.
sent for Sidney; but the little house
had no telephone, and the message was
slow In getting off.
At six o'clock Doctor Ed come panting up the stairs and Into the room.
K. stood back.
"Well, this Is sad, Harriet," said Doctor Ed. "Why In the name of heaven,
when I wasn't around, didn't you get
another doctor. If she had had some
amyl nitrate
"I gave her some nitrate of amyl,"
said K. quietly. "There was really no
time to send for anybody. She almost
five."
went under at half-po"Max had kept his word, and even
Doctor Ed did not suspect It's secret
He gave a qalck glance at this tall
young man who spoke so quietly of
what he had done for the sick woman,
and went o. nth his work.
Sidney arrUed a little after six, and
from that moment the confusion In the
sickroom was at an end. She moved
st

Christine from the stairs, where Katie
on her numerous errands nust crawl
war her; 4 Harriet to wanning her

.

few minutes?"
He cleared the room and took his'
vigil outside the door. And, as he
stood there, he thought of what he had
said to Sidney about the Street It was
a world of Its own. Here In this very
house were death and separation ; Har
riet's starved life; Christine and
Palmer beginning a long and doubtful
future together ; himself, a failure, and
an Impostor.
When he opened the door again, Sid
ney was standing by her mother's bed.
He went to her, and she turned and
put her head against his shoulder like
a tired child.
Take me away, K.," she said pltl
fully.
And, with his arm around her, he led
her out of the room.
Outside of her small immediate
circle Anna's death was hardly felt
The little house went on much as be
fore. Harriet carried back to her bust
ness a heaviness of spirit that made It
difficult to bear with the small IrritaHons of her day. On Sidney and in
less measure, of course, on K. fell the
real brunt of the disaster. Sidney kept
up well until after the funeral, but
went dóSvn the next day with a low
fever.
"Overwork and grief," Doctor Ed
said, and sternly forbade the hospital
again until Christmas. Morning and
evening K. stopped at her door and
Inquired for her, and morning andeve- ning came Sidney's reply :
"Much better. I'll surely be up to
morrow."

But the days dragged on and she did
not get

about

Downstairs, Christine and Palmer
had entered on the round of midwinter
gayetles. Palmer's "crowd" was a
lively one. There were dinners and
excursions to coun
dances, week-en- d
try houses. The Street grew accus
tomed to seeing automobiles stop be
fore the little house at all hours of the
night Johnny Roscnfeld, driving
Palmer's car, took to falling asleep ot
the wheel In broad daylight and voiced
his discontent to his mother.
"You never know where you are with
them guys," he said briefly. "We start
out for half an hour's run In the eve
ning, and get home with the milk wag
ons. And the more some of them have
hid to drink, the more they want to
drive the machine. If I get a chance,
Tm going to belt It while the wind's
ray way."
But talk as he might la Johnny
Itosenfelds loyal heart there was no
thought of desertion. Palmer had giv
en him a man's job, and he would stick
by it no matter what came.
One such night Christine put in

lying wakefully In her bed, while the
clock on the mantel tolled hour after
hour Into the night. Palmer did not
come home at alt He sent a note from
the office In the morning:

semble, to affect to believe him what
he was not
Grace, had learned this lesson long
ago. It was tiia A a c of her knowi- edge. And so, back to Grace came
Palmer Howe, not with a suggestion to
renew the old relationship, but for
comradeship.
Christine sulked he wanted good
cheer; Christine was Intolerant he
wanted tolerance; she disapproved of
him and showed her disapproval he
wanted approval. He wanted life to
be comfortable and cheerful, without
recriminations, a little work and much
play, a drink when one was thirsty.
Distorted though It was, and founded
on a wrong basis, perhaps, deep in his
heart Palmer's only longing was for
happiness ; but this happiness must be
of an active sort not content which
Is passive, but enjoyment
"Come on out" he said. 'Tve got a
car now. No taxi working its bead off
for us. Just a little run over the coun-

I hop you ra not worried, darling.
The car broke down near the Country
club last night, and there wai nothing to try roads, eh?"
do but to spend the night there. 1 would
have lent you word, but I did not want to
It was the afternoon of the day be
rouse you. What do you say to the thefore
Christine's night visit to Sidney.
supper
afterward?
ater tonight and
The office had been closed, owing to a
Christine was learning. She tele- death, and Palmer was in possession
phoned the Country club that morning, of a holiday.
and found that Palmer had not been
"Come on," he coaxed. "We'll go out
there. But although she knew now to the Climbing Rose and have supthat he was deceiving her, as he al- per."
ways had deceived her, as probably he
"I don't want to go."
always would, she hesitated to con
"That's not true, Grace, and you
front him with what she knew. She know it"
shrank, as many a woman has shrunk
"You and I are through."
before, from confronting him with his
"It's your doing, not mine. The
He.
roads are frozen hard; an hour's run
But the second time It happened she Into the country will bring your color
was roused. It was almost Christmas back."
then, and Sidney was well on the way
"Much you care about that Go and
to recovery, thinner and very white, ride with your wife," said the girl, and
but going slowly up and down the stair- flung away from him.
case on IC's arm, and sitting with
The last few weeks bad filled out her
Harriet and K. at the dinner table, thin figure, but she still bore traces of
She was begging to be bnck on duty
her Illness. Her short hair was curled
for Christmas, and IC felt that he over her head. She lotted curiously
soon.
up
give
her
would have to
boyish, almost sexless.
At three o'clock one morning Sidney
Because she saw him wince when
roused from a light sleep to hear a
she mentioned Christine, her 111 temper
on
her door.
rapping
Increased. She showed her teeth.
"Is that you, Aunt Harriet?" she
"You get out of here," she said sud
called.
denly. "I didn't ask you to come back.
May
Christine,
come
in?"
I
"It's
you."
Sidney unlocked her door. Christine I don't want
"Good heavens, Grace I You always
slipped Into the room. She carried a
knew I would have to marry some
candle, and before she spoke she looked
day."
at Sidney's watch on the bedside table.
"I was sick ; I nearly died. I didn't
"I hoped my clock was wrong," she
any reports of you hanging around
hear
you,
Sid
sorry
am
waken
to
said. "I
to learn how I was get
hospital
the
ney, but I don't know what to do."
along."
ting
"Are you 111?"
He laughed rather sheepishly.
"No. Talraer has not come home."
"I had to be careful. You know thai
"What time Is it?"
well as I do. I know half the stall
as
"After three o'clock."
He hesl- there. Besides, one
Sidney had lighted the gas and was
throwlug on her dressing gown.
"When he went out did he say-r-- J
We had been
"He said nothing.
quarreling. "Sidney, I am going home
in the morning."
"You don't mean that do you?"
"Don't I look as If I mean it? How
much of this sort of thing Is a woman
suppose to endure?"
"Perhaps he has been delayed. These
things always seem terrible In the
middle of the night but by morningChristine whirled on her.
"This isn't the first time. You re
member the letter I got on my wedding
day?"
"Yes."
"He's gone back to her."
"Christine I Oh, I'm sure you're
wrong. He's devoted to you. Oh, I
don't believe it I"
"Believe it or not" said Christine
doggedly, "thot's exactly what has hap
pened. I got something out of that
little rat of a Rosenfeld boy, and the
rest I know because I know Palmer,

MAKING EXAMINATION
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CHAPTER XIII.
Young Howe had been firmly re
solved to give up all his bachelor habits with his wedding day. In his indo
lent rather selfish way, he was much
in love with his wife.
But with the Inevitable misunder-

standings of the first months of mar
riage had come a desire to be appreci
ated once again at his face value,
Grace bad taken him, not for what he
was, but for what he seemed to be.
With Christine the veil was rent She
knew him now all his small indo
lences, his affectations, his weaknesses.
Later on, like other women since the
world began, she would learn to dis

"Take

K.," She Said Pltl,
fully.

Me Away,

tated over his wife's name. "A girl I
know very well was In the training
school. There would have been the
devil to pay If I'd as much as called
up."
"You never told me you were going
to get married."
Cornered, he slipped an arm around
her. But she shook him off.
"I meant to tell you, honey ; but you
got sick. Anyhow, I I hated to tell
you, honey."
He had furnished the flat for her.
There was a comfortable feeling ol
coming home about going there agala
And, now that the worst minute ol
their meeting was over, he was visibly
happier. But Grace continued to stand
eyeing him somberly.

Do you think
now
Justified,

that Christine Is
that she has

learned her husband's true nature, In going back to her folks
and In scouring a divorce?
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Bauxite From Dutch Guiana.
Bauxite was discovered about 14
months ago by a mining engineer on
private properties situated on the
Surinam river, four hours' Journey
from Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana. The
area over which the bauxite deposits
have been found and which discloses
various outcrops, Is 100 kilometers
long and ten kilometers wide (62 by 6.2
miles). It is not yet possible to give
any Idea of the amount of bauxite
within this area. The bauxite company now operating seems interested
only in the highlands and hill deposits. It is in possession of the most
suitable land. Commercial Beport.
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HIND LEGS TOO STRAIGHT,

WITH PASTERNS

TOO SLOPING.

a yellowish gray. As abnormalities
of this region, the chief are diffuse
Inflammation, characterized by redness and catarrhal discharge ; locnl Inflammation, as from eruptions, ulcers,
or wounds ; necrosis of the lower Jawbone In front of the first back tooth ;
Foreign bodies are
and swellings.
sometimes found embedded In the mu
cous membrane lining of the mouth
or lodged between the teeth.
there is an appetite or desire to eat
The examination of the pharynx and
obnorraal things, such as dirty bed- of the esophagus is made chiefly by
ding, roots of grass, oil, etc. This de- pressing upon the skin covering these
sire usually comes from a chronic dis- organs In the region of the throat and
turbance of nutrition.
along the left side of the neck In the
Thirst Is diminished in a good many Jugular gutter. Sometimes, when a
mild diseases unaccompanied by dis- more careful examination Is necessary,
tinct fever. It Is seen where there Is an esophageal tube or probang la
great exhaustion or depression or pro- - passed through the nose or mouth
down tho esophagus to the stomach.
In examination of the abdomen one
should remember that its size depends
largely upon the breed, sex, and con

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment OI AgllCUllUl.
A healthy horse ordinarily has a
Excitement, strange
good oppetlte.
surroundings, fatigue, and hot weather
may all cause loss of appetite. Where
there Is cerebral depression, fever, pro
found weakness, disorder of the stom
ach, or mechanical difficulty In chew
ing or swallowing, the appetite is diSometimes
minished or destroyed.

of"

He's out with her tonight."
The hospital had taught Sidney one
thing: that it took many people to
make a world, and that out of these
some were Inevitably vicious. But vice
had remained for her a clear abstrac
tion. There were such people, and be
cause one was in the world for service
one cared for them. Even the Saviour
had been kind to the woman of the
streets.
But here abruptly Sidney found the
great Injustice of the world that because of this vice the good suffer more
than the wicked. Her young spirit
rose In hot rebellion.
"It Isn't fair !" she cried. "It makes
me hate all the men In the world,
Palmer cares for you, and yet he can
do a thing like this I"
Christine was pacing nervously up
and down the room. Mere companion'
ship had soothed her. She was now,
on the surface at least, less excited
than Sidney.
"They are not all like Palmer, thank
heaven," she said. "There are decent
men. My father Is one, and your K.,
here in the house, is another."
At four o'clock in the morning
Palmer Howe came home. Christine
met him in the lower hall. He was
rather pale, but entirely sober. She
confronted him In her straight white
gown and waited for him to speak.
"I am sorry to be so late, Chris," he
said. "The fact is, I am all in. I was
driving the car out Seven Mile run,
We blew out a tire and the thing
turned over."
Christine noticed that his right arm
was hanging Inert by his side.

OF A SICK HORSE
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formation of the animal, and also up
on the , manner In which the animal
has been fed and the use to which it
has been put. A pendulous abdomen
may be the result of an abdominal tumor or of an accumulation of fluid In
the abdominal cavity ; or, on the other
hand, It may merely be an indication
of pregnancy, or of the fact that the
horse has been fed for a long time on
bulky and Innutrltlous food. Pendu
work
lous abdomen occurring
horse kept on concentrated diet is an .
The abdomen
abnormal condition.
may increase suddenly In volume from
accumulation of gas in tympanic colic'
The abdomen becomes small and the
,
,1
- u- ,,1,
t
1.
fmnn.
poor appetite, as In diseases of the digestive tract and in
'
'
fever.
In applying the ear to the flank, on
cither the right or left side,, certain
bubbling sounds may be heard that
are' known as peristaltic sounds, because they are produced by peristalsis,
or wormlike, contraction of the lntes--,
tines. "These sounds are a little louder
on the right side than on the left on
account of the fact that the large intestines He In the right flank. Ab
sence of peristaltic sounds Is always
an Indication of disease, and suggests
exhaustion or paralysis of the intestines. This may occur in certain kinds
of colic nnd is an unfavorable symptom.
Increased sounds are heard
where the intestines are contracted

lna

d

Elght-Year-Ol- d

Mouth.

found brain disturbance. Thirst Is In
creased after profuse sweating, in
diabetes, diarrhea, in fever, at the
crisis of Infectious diseases, and when
the mouth Is dry and hot.
Some diseases of the mouth or
throat make it difficult for the horse
to chew or swallow his feed. Where
difficulty In this respect Is experienced,
conditions should
the following-namebe borne In mind and carefully looked
for: Diseases of the teeth, consisting
in decay, fracture, abscess formation,
or overgrowth; inflammatory conditions, or wounds or tumors of the
tongue, cheeks, or Hps; paralysis of
the muscles of chewing or swullowlng ;
foreign bodies In upper part of the
mouth between the molar teeth; in
Difficulty in
flammation of throat
swallowing is sometimes shown by the
symptom known as "quldding." Quid-din- g
consists in dropping from the
and insalivated
mouth
boluses of feed. A mouthful of hay,
for example, after being ground and
masticated, is carried to the back part
of the mouth. The horse then finds
that from tenderness of the throat, or
from some other cause, swallowing Is
difficult or painful, and the bolus is
then dropped from the mouth. An
other quantity of hay is similarly prepared, only to be dropped In turn.
Sometimes quldding is due to a painful
tooth, the bolus being dropped from
the mouth when the tooth is struck
nnd during the pang that follows.
In some brain diseases, and particularly In chronic internal hydrocephalus, the horse has a most peculiar manner of swallowing and of taking feed.
A similar condition Is seen In hyperemia of the brain. In eating the horse
will sink his muzzle into the grain in
the feed box and eat a while without
raising the head. Long pauses are
made while the feed is in the mouth.
Sometimes the horse will eat very rap-Idl- y
for o little while and then slowly ;
the Jaws may be brought together so
forcibly that the teeth gnash. In eating hay the horse will stop at times
with hay protruding from the mouth
and stand stupidly, as though he has
forgotten what he was about.
In examining the mouth one should
first look for swellings or for evidence
of abnormal conditions upon the exterior;, that Is, the front and sides of
the fnce, the Jaws, and about the muzzle. By this means wounds, fractures,
tumors, abscesses, and disease accompanied by eruptions about the muzzle
may be detected. The interior of the
mouth is examined by holding the head
up and inserting the fingers through
the interdental space in such a way
as to cause the mouth to open. The
mucous membrane should be clean and
color, excepting on the
of a llght-pln- k
back of the tongue, where the color is
d

r. .t

well-chewe- d
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Teeth

at Past Three

Years.

more violently than In health, as in
spasmodic colic, and also where there
is an excess of fluid or gas in the in-

testinal canal.
The feces show, to a certain extent,
the, thoroughness of digestion. They
should show that the feed has been
well ground, and should, In the horse,
be free from offensive odor or coatings
of mucus. A coating of mucus shows
Intestinal catarrh. Blood on the feces
Very
Indicates severe Inflammation.
light color and bad odor may come
from Inactive liver..
.'

PASTURE MAKES CHEAP PORK
Forage Crop Permits Cutting Grain
lowance to Minimum Best to
Plan Early.

Al-

i

Forage crops make cheap pork, because they permit cutting the grain
allowance to the minimum.
A system of management which will

furnish forage through the entire grassing season should be planned early.
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HEW DRAR LAW

THEORIES

Renowned Lecturer and Scientist Will Prove Famous
Health Theories Man Who Electrified Larger Cities
to Give People of This Section Benefits of Study and
Many Thousands are Benefitted.
Medicine

Instructions Concerning
the Raising of Military Forces
Determined On.

Official

POLLING PLACES TO BE USED

A S WAS announced in last week's papers, Mr. L. T. Cooper, the Mil- lionaire Philanthropist who electrified the larger cities of the country
with his demonstration of practical philanthropy, health theories and celebrated medicine, Tanlac, has been invited to visit Denver and other Western cities.
disease banishing, health
Thousands of the most prominent
people In St. Louis, Cincinnati, Dallas, compelling remedy of the age, ana
Memphis, Atlanta, Birmingham, Louis- the phenomenal success the prepa
ville, Nashville and even the larger ration has achieved throughout the
cities of the North and East, where country proves conclusively that my
his celebrated medicine has been ac- confidence In Tanlac Is well placed.
"The Ingredients or medicinal ele
complishing such remarknble results,
aro even more enthusiastic over Tan- ments which make Tanlac come from
many remote sections of the earth
lac than Mr. Cooper himself.
nine-tentthe Alps, the Pyrenees, Russian Asia,
Cooper's
theory
Mr.
thnt
Is
It
West Indies, mountain states near the
of the diseases and
of the average person Is due to a ca- Rocky Mountains, Mexico and Peru
printarrhal Inflammation of the mucous are among the points from which
ob
are
preparation
cipal
parts
the
of
dimembrane which produces faulty
gestion and Improper assimilation of tained. In the principal laboratory
of the Cooper Medicine Co., Inc., under
the food.
the efficient direction of a chemist of
Cooper
Mr.
Interview,
recent
In a
note, those medicinal herbs, roots and
was asked If Tanlac would relieve
are assembled In the rough and
Kidney trouble, Liver complaint and barks
painstakingly developed so as to at
In
this
a dozen other aliments and
tain that high standurd of efficiency
connection, said:
shown by the uniform preparation,
"As I have repeatedly said, my med- Tanlac." icine acts directly on the mucous
The wonderful success which Tan
membrane, stomach and blood, expel- lac has achieved seems almost Incredling from them the Impurities and ible, as over Seven Million bottles have
toxic polspns, and rendering to them been sold and distributed since It was
a strong, healthy condition.
placed on the market, something over
"I am convinced thatthe stomach two years ago, and It Is now selling
regulates the condition of the blood, at the phenomenal rate of approxiand Is the fountalnhead of health or mately Five Million bottles per year,
disease, as the case may be. My
One retail firm, the Jacobs Phar
medicine Is Intended primarily for the macy Company, of Atlanta, has sold
regulation of the stomach and catar at retail In their eleven Atlanta stores
rhal Inflammation, but It Is no uncorc the astonishing total of 64,000 bottles
mon thing for persons who have used within the past twelve months, break
It to come to me and explain that It lng nil records for the sale of a prohas relieved them of rheumatism and prietary medicine In the same length
many other ailments not generally of time.
recognized as having their origin in
Memphis dealers and jobbers have
stomach trouble.
sold 208,116 bottles since April, 1916.
stomach, Texas dealers and Jobbers have sold
"Most of the
liver and kidney troubles," continued approximately Half a Million bottles
Mr. Cooper, "are due almost entirely within the past six months, and It Is
to a catarrhal Inflammation of these now the most widely talked of medí
organs and It Is believed that Tanlac cine In the world today.
Is the. first actually direct specific
There Is only one explanation for
therefor.
this Nation wide popularity and rec
"Catarrh of the stomach, liver and ord breaking demand for Tanlac and
The Inherent
kidneys Is the most frequent cause of that Is very simple.
dyspepstfunnd kidney disorders and a purity and wholesomeness of the medSrondltion- - of the nose and icine has confirmed It In the minds of
catan-na- l
throat often leads to deafness. Fre- the people and have made It a house
quently the lungs become diseased by hold word throughout America.
The leading drug firms of Denver,
the extension of the catarrhal lnflnm
matlon by way of the bronchial tubes Colorado Springs and Pueblo are ento the lung substance. The mental thusiastic over the wonderful success
and physical state of the chronic ca- the preparation Is making In this sectarrh sufferers Is Indeed very unfortu tion and in only a few weeks time
Date.
Tanlac will be placed on sale In every
"Tanlac has overcome this condition city, town, village and hamlet through;
In Its most obstinate stages, and the out the West.
preparation, therefore, must be, as I There Is a Tanlac dealer In your
have always contended, the one great town. Adv.
Changed.
"Crimson Gulch doesn't seem like
Hie same town since It went dry."
"That's right," replied Broncho Bob.
"It has changed both in Joy and grief.
The boys don't have neither so many
frolics nor as many funerals."
Kill the Flies Now and Prevent
Sisease. A DAISY FLY KILLER will do It.
illa thousands. Lasts all season. All dealers
or six sent express paid for $1. H. SOMKRS,
150 De Kalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. Adv.

Seeking an Emancipator.
"Would you welcome a food

dl

rector?"

"I would, If he had the nerve to
step Into our culinary department and
compel the cook to listen respectfully
to Instructions."
'

.

Be haDDv. Use Red Cross Bas Blue
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers. Adv. ,

Practical Peace Plans.
"Aren't you fot peace?" nsked Mr.

RnfEerty.
"I am," replied Mr. Dolr.n. "That's
Poet The editor has taken six of
my poems. That guy must be nutty why I want to get in as soon as pos
sible and finish up the fighting."
enough to write poetry himself.
Suspicious.

...

Backache
In spite of the best care one takes
of oneself, any part of the human machine
is liable to become out of order. The
most important organs are the stomach,
heart and kidneys.
The kidneys are the scavengers and they
work day and night in separating the
poisons from the blood. Their signals of
distress are easily recognized and include such symptoms as backache, depressions, drowsiness, irritability, headtwinges,
aches, dizziness, rheumatic
dropsy, gout.
"The very best way to restore the
kidneys to their normal state of health,"
Bays Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., "is to
drink plenty of pure water and obtain
from your favorite pharmacy a small
amount of Amine, which is dispensed by
almost every druggist." Anurio is inexpensive and should be taken before meals.
You will find Anuric more potent than
lithia, dissolves uric acid as water does
eugar.
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d! moles, blotches, sores,
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humors, and eruptions,
Wbv Dr. Pierce's Golden
1
4 Medical Discovery. For
o nAn
an1
ta
UJiL nnmnlntflAn
vuui i;itAiuu umfor the poor blood that
causes it, mis is iub uest
i v
1 of all known remedies.
I
In every disease or dis- z
order or me sum or scain.
I
In every trouble that
f I
comes from Impure blood,
-- T
I
I
the "Discovery" Is the
I iA
only medicine sold that
L J
does what It promises.
j
In all Its varl- J 11 i -- i OU9Scrofula
forms, Eczema, let'
Erysipelas, lions, Lar
ter,
hundes. Enlaraed Glands, and Swell
ings, and every kindred ailment, are
benefited and cured by it.
Cut this out and mall to us with the
name of the paper we will mail you
free a medical treatise on above dis
eases. Address Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pleroe's Pleasant Pellets regulate
and Invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny gránales, easy to take
as oandy.
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Your Liver Is the Best
Beauty Doctor
A dull, yellow, lifeless skin, or pimples and

eruptions, are twin brothers to constipation.
Bile, nature's own laxative, is getting into your
blood instead of passing out of your system
as it should. This is the treatment, n sue
.(,,! nu frvr SO veara one Dill daily
Price (more only when necessary).

Carter's little Liver Pill
For Constipation
Puts Yo
Right
Over Night

Genuine
bears
signature
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M Cirtsr's m Pills

Persons Within the Age Limits
Prescribed by the Law Must Pre-e-

All

Themselves There Gover-.nor- s
of States at Head of
Registration Work.

proclamation for Instructions as t a
convenient method of registration.
The wardens of Jails, penltentlurlea
and reformatories should apply to the
county or city clerk for Instructions on
the sixth day.
Five days after the date of the pres
ident's proclamation complete regulations will be In the hands of all sheriffs
mid of the officials of cities of over
30,000 population.
The president Is authorized to call
upon all public officers to assist In the
execution of the law. The plan Is,
however, to rely on the people for the
proper executiou of the luw. It Is expected that patriotic citizens will offer
their services free as registrars. Such
services will be gratefully acknowl
edged.
Volunteers for this service
should communicate immediately with
the proper official.

A

Secretary Authorizes Financial Insti
tutions to Receive Subscriptions
for the Bond Offerings.
of
for
Washington.
Secretary McAdoo tele
de
graphed the entire list of 27,513 nationIn
the al und state banks and trust compunles
in the United Stutes, authorizing them
work :
to receive subscriptions for the $2,000,- iiiiitititirtcirtiitirlrtrtrtrttiitiüti-trtrbtrli000,000 bond offering, enlisting their
and requesting them to
There was a time in the countelegraph a rough estimate of the
try's history when military
amount of bonds each would take for
enumerators, backed by bayoItself and Its patrons.
people
among
the
nets, went out
"You can render an Invaluable serv
to take a compulsory service
ice to your country," Mr, McAdoo told
census. Today, under the printhe banks, "by receiving subscriptions
ciple of universal liability to
with the federal re
and
service, the execution of the
serve bank In your district."
law is put Into the hands of the
Loan Subscriptions Pour In.
people.
To all clearing house associations In
the country Mr. McAdoo sent a telenew
national gram In which he said :
The approval of the
"The amount of the Initial loan has
army bill and the president's proclamabeen determined by the needs of the
tion thereunder have been coincident.
government and not arbitrarily. The
All persons within the age limits pre
scribed are required to present them enthusiastic and patriotic of
the counof the banks and bankers
selves for registration at the customary
gunrantee the success of the
try
will
voting places In the voting precincts
undertaking."
In which they have their permanent
The result of the first announcement
homes, on a day which the president
of the loan has been a deluge of subwill announce.
scriptions, aggregating muny millions.
The governor of each state Is the
Most of these came In by wire to the
chief of registration therein. The ma- treasury. Virtually every large city
county
chinery of registration in each
and every state In the Union was repIs In charge of the sheriff, the county
resented.
clerk, and the county physician, act
Lend $100,000,000 to Italy.
ing ex officio, unless a different board
Negotiations continued today with
shall be announced by the governor. In
representatives of the nations to
cities containing populations of more which the United Stutes is extending
be
than 30,000, the registration will
credit. Count dl Cellere, the Italian
under the control of the mayor and se- ambassador, received the full amount
lected boards of registration. In order
of the first $100,000,000 loun made by
that the dlslgnated county and city this government to Italy.
officials, and the people generally, can " Subscriptions to
the second offering
get a clear understanding of the cenof treasury certificates were received
outsus methods the following brief
during the day by the federal reserve
line Is given:
banks. Indications are that the secre
The sheriffs, or other designated off- tary will call for the proceeds within
of

upon receiving

no-

tice from the governor, shall appoint
registrars for each voting precinct
Apportionment of Registrars.
The proportion of registrars shnll be
one for each 170 persons to be registered. Each age' to be registered will
comprise about 1 per cent of the population.
If, for Instance,

,

men between
yenrs of age,
nineteen and twenty-fiv- e
Inclusive, are to be registered, the registrar would have to enroll about 7
per cent of the precinct population.
It Is deslrnble to accept the services
of competent volunteer registrars to
All regserve without compensation.
istrars must be sworn.
The voting place In each precinct
must be prepared for registration. Full
printed Instructions covering every detail of registration will be In the hands
of sheriffs and mayors on the fifth day
after the president's proclamation.
Cities of Over 30,000 Population.
The mayor of a city containing more
than 30,000 Inhabitants, or the officinls
designated by the governor therein.
shall, with approval of the governor,
appoint for each ward or convenient
minor subdivision containing about 30,- 000 people one registration board, and
shall designate one officer of each
board to perform duties similar to
those imposed on the sheriff, ns heretofore outlined. If (he mayor desires.
he may appoint a centrnl board to co
ordinate the work of minor boards.
Duties of County Clerks, and of
Clerks of Cities of Over 30,000
People.
On the fifth day after the president
has Issued his proclamation, clerks of
counties and cities of over 30,000 must
secure a supply of blanks and copies
of the registration regulations from
the sheriff or from the mayor. Absen
tees and the sick will apply to such
clerks to have their registration cards
filled out. In no cose shall such per
sons be given registration certificates.
They are to be Instructed by the clerk
that the burden Is on them to see to it
that the cards rench the registrars of
their home precincts by registration
day.
Absentees and the Sick.
Persons absent from their home
counties may be registered by mail. If
so absent, a man should go to the clerk
of the county where he may be staying,
on the sixth day after the dute of the
president's proclamation. If he Is In a
city of over 30,000 populotlon, the city
clerk Is the official to whom to apply
The absentee will be toid how to register, but he must mail his card in
time to reach his preclpct by registration day.
Persons too sick to present them
selves for registration must send a
competent person to the county or city
clerk on the sixth day after the Is
The clerk
suing of the proclamation.
will give Instructions for registration,
Colleges, Universities, Homes and Oth
all
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Is Your Back Stiff,

Lame and Achy?
Do Weak Kidneys Keep You Sick,
Tired and All Worn Out?
dull ache, or sharp pains whenever
the kidney secretions seem
disordered, too, don't waste time plastering or rubbing the bad
back. It's likely that the cause is kidney weakness, and delay
in treating the kidneys may invite uric acid poisoning, gravel,
dropsy or fatal Bright's disease.
have a constant,
IF YOU
bend or twist your back, and

wwwwwwwwww

Immediately
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BANKS ASKED TO

Washington. With the object
stimulating publicity to the work
raising the military forces called
under the army draft law the war
partment has Issued the following
structions, which will goveru

icials.

I

Get Doan't Kidney Pills, a special remedy for weak kidneys,
used around the world and publicly recommended by 50,000
people in the U. S. A.

Personal Reports of Real Cases
FOUND DOAN'S EFFECTIVE.
Oustave A. Risch, Eighth Ave.,
Ouray, (?olo., says: "I suffered terribly from Inflammation of the
bladder and kidney trouble. The
kidney secretions pegged too frequently and were scant and burning In passage. Several times I had
such bad spells, I thought I would
die. My back ached all the time
and was so weak and lame I could
jnardly straighten after stooping. I
got no relief until I used Doan's
Kidney Pills. They corrected all
ilie ailments and made me feel like
a different man. I have used Doan's
Kidney Pills occasionally since and
have always had the best of results."

NOW IN GOOD HEALTH.
Mrs. Alice Burch, 615 E. Third St.,
Roswell, N. Méx., says: "My back
began to pain me terribly and got
so weak I could hardly get around.
Before long I had to take to my
bed. My appetite left me. I got
thin and weak and I suffered awfully from kidney weakness. My
body swelled and sacs of water
hung beneath my eyes. Five months
I was In bed, helpless. Everything
failed until I used Doan's Kidney
Pills. They put me on my feet a
well woman and today I am enjoying fine health. Doan's are a

DOAN'S

a week, possibly a few days.
The $100,000,000 loan to Frunce will
be turned over to Ambassador Jusserand, In whole or part, within a day or
so.

SOc

a

Box

at

All Stores.

Foster-Milbur-

KIDNEY

PILLS

Co., Buffalo, N. Y
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Mfg. Chemists

A Wearisome Lecturer.
Oratory Rendered Difficult.
"Bligglns Is always lecturing on payou ouu'lit to do Is to deliver
"What
WASHINGTON
MAY CENTER
ringing triotism."
one of those
"Yes. Sometime I think he Is an
speeches."
Probability That One Committee Will
"No." answered Senator Sorghum, alien enemy and Is trying to make
Purchase All Supplies Needed by
A man can't patriotism unpopular." "times have changed.
the Allied Countries.
get up and make a speech now without creating a suspicion that maybe
Creation of a central he's going to filibuster."
Washington.
purchasing committee In Washington
for all supplies bought in the United
CUTICURA STOPS ITCHING
Slates for the allied governments was
forecast here by Sir Hardman Lever, Instantly In Most Cases Write for a
financial expert of the British war
,
Free Sample.
mission. The committee will supplant
J. P. Morgon & Co. .'
Cutlcura Is wonderfully effective.
Discussing the world financial situaSoap to cleanse and purify, the
The
tion, the British expert expressed the
opinion that Germany will be practical Ointment to soothe and heal all forms
markets of Itching, burning skin and scalp afly bankrupt In the credit
y
Resides these
fections,
after the war..
: "Our enemies," he said, "for all their emollients if used dally prevent little
boasted efficiency, have never hud the skin troubles becoming serious.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
courage to face their financial prob
lems, with the result that when the Address postcard, Cutlcura,' Dept. L, PII11BII1!I!I!11!I!1I
war Is over they will be hard put to Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
it."
Not the Right Kind.
The Teutonic governments having
"I have an option on some town
pyramided one Internal loan upon an
Against Fly Poisons
other, he explained, their Interest lots"
"I hope It Isn't local option."
Following Is sn extract from "The
charges would he so great that he be(if Disease by File,"
TrauBtiilKslon
lieved they would either have to repuNo. 2 to the Public
Supplement
diate a large part of their debt or face
Reports,
April, 1916.
Health
H
inability to buy the enormous quantiANY CORN LIFTS OUT,
"
Of other fly poisons mentioned,
ties of material they would need for
mention should be made, merely for
of those
DOESN'T HURT A BITI
S puiposw of condemnation,
reconstruction.
composed of arsenic. Fatal cases of
The allies, he added, had paid their
tlie
through
of
poisoning;
children
way In the war "by the straightfor
use of Buch compounds are far too
your corns
Lift
No foolishness!
by
pouring
means,
ward and natural
frequent, and owing to the resemand calluses off with fingers--It's
blance of arsenical poisoning to
out their gold, by selling enormous
summer diarrhea and oholera Inlike magic!
masses of American securities, by rais
fantum, it is believed that the canes
predicted
ing loans." As a result, he
reported do not, by any means,
the total. Arsenical
that the end of the war would find the
Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
devices must be rated as
allies In good shape financially, despite any kind of a corn, can harmlessly be
extremely dangerous, and should
permnnent
debts.
their enormous
never be used, even if oiher measlifted right out with the fingers If you
ures are not at band."
apply upon the corn, a few drops of
106 fly poisoning oases have been reAurea on Paying Men In Training.
freezone, says a Cincinnati authority.
ported by the press within the last
Conferees on the army
Washington.
For little cost one can get a small
throe years. As slated above this numbill agreed on a provision to pay iuu bottle of freezone at any drug store,
ber Is but a fraction of the real number.
camps
training
a mnnrh to men in
Protect your children by using the safe,
which will positively rid one's feet of
fly catcher
efiloient,
seeking to qualify as members of the every corn or callus without pain.
offlpprs' reserve corps.
moment
This simple drug dries the
Although the full nllotted quota of It Is applied and does not even irri40,000 men probably will be enrollen in tate the surrounding skin while ap7?
the officers' training camps when they plying It or afterwards.
open May 15, there still is "plenty of
This announcement will Interest
;oom fo" men of the right qualities, many of our readers. If your druggist
th wnr department announced.
hasn't any freezone tell him to surely
In n statement saying that each of get a small bottle for you from his
The 0. & W. Thum Company p
the sixteen camps seemed assured of wholesale drug house. adv.
MICHIGAN
GRAND RAPIDS
allotment of 2,500 applicants
l
The man who would always tell the
fnr mmmlsslons. the department np
ll!i!!S!i!!E!lllH
pealed for further recruits among men truth dure not tell everything that Is
told him for the truth.
of proved ability.
IN

super-cream-

"lall

"

Government Issues
Warning

.

coin-pri-

TAÜGLEF00T
:

Its-ful-

PLANT BROOM CORN

When wisdom cries in the streets the
c.Mrann a Furnish Chasers.
mobil police run it In.
This is, the year to plant heavily.
Chicago. This city
izing Its naval resources. Acting unoer
Write us for probable price and
Granulated Eyelids, information about marketing.
orders frbin the navy department.
expo-inflamed
by
Eyes
Cnpt. W. A. Moffett, commandant of
sure to Sun, Dusl and Wind COYKE EROS.,
the Great Lakes navai training siuuou.
quickly relieved by Murine
small
of
Horran
er Institutions.
v- u ud hundreds
m r'A " rminillnir
Eye Remedy. No Smarting,
K.Coleman, Wash-K- ll
r VrP1
Yt Watson
Officials of educational, charitable power boats preparatory to equipping
just Eye Comfort. At
lngton.O.C Vuokifreo. UlKhVa 1 1 I
Captain
1
1
1
Baal rtauiu.
4
eat
I
U
lal
rulouoei.
chasers.
submarine
Murine
as
SOc
apply
Bottle.
mail
per
and other Institutions should
for them
Druggists or by
Instructions to the county or city clerk Moffett expects to rush them "to the Eye Salve in Tubes 25c. For Book el the Eyt
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
fBEE ask Murine Eyt Bemedj Cs., Calcas.
on the sixth day after the date of the seaboard as rapidly as possioie.

r

I " rr
w

E VCS

w

chicho
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Trees Bene.lica by Bappin.
india rubber trees which aro tappet
every other day continue to ylold sa;
for more than twenty years, and th.
oldest and most frequently tanpec
trees produce the richest asp.

The Spanish American
--

RKMirrriHco

Asucst tT,

1911,

IRVIN OGDEN, SP1
EDITOR AND ITTIMSHER

$1.50 Ttt

Subicriptioi

Entered as

Church Directory

Origin of Myiterlour Pira.
Yearly ou February 2 ant for 4

dys

matter at the

aftor, a mysterious ürt brcakf
bay on the west coast
oí Kyushu, Japan, turning both on
lrjid and sea, the origin of the con
In moving to adjourn sine die titration being a complete mystery
following the announement that which a recenfly outfitted scientific
(uploratlon party will make a point
the house had refused, by a vote of solving.
of 30 to 11, to concur in the sen
second-clas-

s

out. In Ariyake

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

ate substitute for the Public De
fense bill, Senator Barth, minor
ity leader, said:
"This thing of trying to hog-ti- e
a legislature while political pi
rates plunder the state in the
name of patriotism won't do,
They want to use this war as a
pretense to rob the men, women
and children of New Mexico.
Their proposition-ttake $1,500,
000 out of the treasury is not
mere graft, it's piracy. In forty
years the interest would be
o

$3,000,000."
In the house, a few minutes

earlier, Representative Pardue,

SKHX.I

In daily duties, regularity adds strength to your

CHRISTIAN

couraging.
V

It

is

reported that the long

haired fiddler who was fiddling
and moistening up around here
some time ago was a woman, al
though he, she or it was not regarded in that light here. Said
fiddler is also reported to be a
spy and a bridge burner. That
person did appear to be something different from the regular
human, come to think of it.
Mills Developer,

report that the Mail Clerks
are to be taken off this run from
Tucumcari to Dawson has gained
A

circulation here.

We flon't know
is in it but can

just what there
see that it will be very inconven

ient for us to always have Sun
day conditions here regarding
mail facilities. It is said a vigorous protest willl be necessary
to retain our present mail

S. H.

4th Sunday of eachj month at

at the

Communion service
ng: service.

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK
NEW MEX.

ROY,

Jenkins,

morni-

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

!

Fillings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

Prompt Attention

Hearn, Pastor.

at Solano, New Nexico.

Office

CATHOLIC
The dyspeptic has one great advantage over the diabetic. The stomach
Mass once each month at the
Immediately manifests Us dlnpleasur?
C.N. ROARK
Church. Dates Announc
Catholic
dyspeptics
ot 111 treatment as most
Clayton New Mex.
know. It sets up pains that call a tem- ed in advance.
overworked
But
the
porary halt.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
LAND PLATS of all kinds
suffers In silence. It does not InPriest in charge,
Abstracts of U. S. ' Land
stantaneously warn Its possessor to
stop eating the things that signify deOffice Records,
MAPS.
struction. Only In the reappearance ol Methodist Episcopal Church
Prompt
Attention
sugar and acid, and then of coma, does
SERVICES ON KOY CIRCUIT
!t volee Its protest. Translated Into
practical terms, this moans that the
1st & .Id Sundaj s at 7.30 P. M
diabetic must exercise even greater
For best results mail, your
dyspeptic
the
than
force of character
BAPTIST
films
to Lafayette Studio.
Burton J. llendrick, In Uarper'i
Roy, New Mexico.
Magazine.
Second Sunday in each month.
Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.

m

pan-crea- s

We are offering some

extra good values in

A SYMBOL OF HEALTH..

Tale of a Pin

Ladies Spring and
Summer

Hit and Miss.
Ey DR. SAMUEL G. DIXON

When a man falls in love he
may be certain one of two things
will happen either the girl will
make his Ufe a misery, or he
will make hers one.

net of Hetlih of PcauyWui

n

The pin Is born with millions of
brothers and sisters, who leave home
to travel to all parts of the world. On
their Journey they come In contact
with us human beings und It might be
Interesting to take up, what sometimos happens when they do so.
Suppose a pin found Its way Into
the laundry of n shirt manufacturer.
Wo would be likely to hear of It, first
In' the mouth of one of those folding
the shirt and preparing It for shipment. This pin, as well as others,
might perhaps be making Us first. In'
tímalo acquaintance with the germ
that produces sore throat The sl'ilrt
gets to the consumer who starts to
make.lt ready for use. For the second time the poor pin finds the human
y
mouth again, Its abiding place.
this time, it gets into an ulcerated mouth, thence tt gets into the pin
cushion or some other receptacle.
The persons who handle these cannot recognize disease germs by the
naked eye, and therefore the pin with
its cargo of germ I ready for a new
service.
Tills time, perhaps, by a
dressmaker, if she has the bad habit
already alluded te, she fills her mouih
Willi these pta while she cut wjth
fctr ' patterns and fits vnrioa places
together. This- - tlaie for varipifor,. the
pin may have found lodg'iiemt In a
healthy mouth. Nevertheless It to not
a pleasant fault, when, yofy know the
pin's history thus ftir; to think fit anyone
such me' of them.
Many a mother who uses pins In
together.; .oes
fastening a child'sthe same thing. By this time-,- , in the
pin's life history, 1 is quite weíl) armed
with spores- of gsrms and really Is
accountable for nioch harm along- Its
path of travel. And now as it la getting old and about ready to close Its
life, a little child may 'be stricken wllli
tonsilitis or diphtheria or even, scark-- t
fever, because srae of these diseases
are easily communicable from throats-srecently affected by the disease that
The
the danger is not recognized.
presence of tlie- - germs that have leen
referred to on, the pin, is a real thin-ge- r,
ns the physician or laboratory
can take these germs
worker knows-hfrom pins In everyday use, and plant
thein in foodstuffs that will make thera
grow and multiply iu great numbers;
colonies can be seen by the nnketl
eyo and they can be Injected Into
other Hvias beings and produce disease.
The habit of putting pin's into the
mouth would not continue for a ia&
mont If everyono knew this.
The moral of this little Rtofy is.
never hold pins In the mouth as they
spread disease, even fatal disease.

Most men seem to think they
have a proprietary right to every woman, but every woman
knows she can only, get a man

,

The Very Latest Creations

on lease.
A woman Is Jealous of a man
not so much because she loves
him but because she hates her
sex.

GOODMAN'S

love-excep- t

'
A,mnn may wear the trousers,
hut the woman controls them.

A pretty girt may not have all
the virtues, but, to make up, she
gets all the men.

The maa who thinks he has a
soft Job when he falls in love
will very soon find out his mistake.

.

THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
k
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The Meaning of Americanization
By FRANCIS

A. KELLOR

s

The European war has made two words dominant ia Americ- aIt is useless to talk about these
Americanism and Americanization.
know what we definitely mean by them.
things industrially, until-wAmericanism is llie national spirit of a citizenship united in it
devotion to national ideals of honor and efficiency, and united also in the
common object of preserving them. Americanization ia the process b
which this spirit is attained for it is not a philosophy but an achievement. We are still a long way from it.
The minimum standards of Americanization in the country are citizenship and loyalty to America, one American standard of living, a common language, one American standard of working conditions, the possession of a bonis stake in America, industrial justice, reasonable stability
oí population.
The means of sscurinij these things are the mcan3 of
oJ
Americanizing America. Some, of them are the particular function
citizenship; some of them arc
ffovcrnmcnt ; some of them cf
bo
said
that nene of them can oi
may
And
it
the function of business.
Indusof industry.
the
without
will be adequately attained
al
which
and
in
come
tilings
these
all
try is the one condition to which
of
tin
conditions
very
the
frames
now
of them are tested. And industry
so long as wo have
task and of the remedy. In practical illustration,
to place, overtime
place
from
seasonal emplovmcut, with men moving
day shifts nulliand
work making school attendance impossible, night
forcign-bor- r.
our
teach
cannot
fying the effect of evening schools, we
standard oi
double
vniici, mi civics. Ho lonjr as wo have a
....i
foi
conditions
working
living and greater protection and advantages in
x
juuu
than for aliens, an auen.pis iu
American-bor- n
the
by
fallen
waysiao or upoi
seeds
be
will
and to stabilize our population
stony ground.
iv inflnarrinl Americanization we mean the establishment of th
fundamental principles of Americanism in the relations of men in the
industries of America, and the maintenance oí tneso minimum siammrut
m nvrv industrial ehon and town through the power of industrial leaders
task. It docs rot mean that American-bo- ri
d
Thiq is no
mjl-ui-

one-side-

r

s

There Is nothing, like a man's
his last one.
first

I'os-slbl-

........

Hon. F. A. Roy sendsus a copy
of the new Election Law passed
by the last Legislature. It is as
good a form of the Australian ballot as we have ever seen and we
are more than pleased that New
Mexico has made such advancement in the face of conditions
which were, to say the least, dis

Now Come On
You're Next

Diabetic Troubles.

rope.

-

.

Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

This bank will be pleased to serve you.

What Keeps Boys at Home.
More boys would run awnv trnn.
home to escape the tyranny If they
had free board, rooms and clothes to
nin to. Fort Worth

ment of the District Attorney
The
man had admitted the
crimes and also a number of rob
beries including the killing o
three other men.
The inability of the murderer
to pray for himself was the occa
sion for the men who executed
him to repeat the "Lord's Pray
er" for him "before pulling the

..

ROY

Regularity in adding to your bank account will
make any person independent,

Would Further Draw Sympathy.

If we could read the secret history
f our enemies, we should find in each
nan's life sorrow and suffering enough
io disarm our hostility.
Longfellow.

The punishment of a most bru
tal murder and other crimes per
petrated near Phoenix, Arizona
last week by a party of citizens
taking the criminal from the offi
cers and hanging him is unique
in that the act had the endorse

4

and the best of all be in
the best Barber Shop in town;

town,

'

-

We are becoming more and
more firmly convinced that Mora
county is bound to become famous for its wonderful court proceedings,
Mills Developer

. Grunio, President
where you can pas3 off the
Miss Lillian Gkiner, Sec'y.
and enjoy your self. You
time
Meets at the Christian Church,
wont
take the blues waiting for
Koy, N. M, .every Sunday evena shave; you can play pool and
ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
hold your turn; smoke the best
all visitors.
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in

R, C

All JBaXiJIS -lgL

effort.

Be

Roy Barber Shop

C E

S

11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.

Democratic floor leader, in votingagainst the motion to refuse to
concur in the senate substite, had
said :
"I am forced to believe that
there is not the proper disposition shown by people who are
not members of this legislature
blocking legislation and continuing this session at an expense to
the State of $1,000 a day, In the
present emergency we need not
only men who can shoot straight
but men who can think straight
and whose hearts are straight."
Mr. Pardue had previously
stated that the bill as passed by
the senate, cutting the proposed
appropriation to $500,000 was
satisfactory to Governor Lind
sey.
Santa Fe New Mexican

There are times when this form
of administering justice is war
ranted and most practical.

P

Y

When you v?.nt to
look good and feel good and
Good come to the

Hall, Supt

Rev. G. B.

--

ey."

Your

at Christian Churcri.
presence is necessary.

Regularly is life's best insurance policy
in your work - in your sleep - in your meals.

Greeks Made Use of Tin.
The Greeks In the Homeric times
irere familiar with the metal tin. Copper, tin and gold were used by Hephaestus la welding the famous shield
it Achilles. Twenty layers of tin were
n the cuirass of Agamemnon.
No al
luslon to tin Is found In the "Odys

Remember

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

Regularity
Means
Success

8ek

Yr

8PANI8H-AMERICA-

Most vomea ore Puritans by

Never judge what a woman thinks
by what she says.
A man isn't necessarily a failure because he has failed.
Some men seem to be happy when
they have u grievance.
The proof of the political pudding
lies In the plum distribution.
And flour by any other name would
savor of the high price of wheat.
Some people attempt so much that
they never get anything finishes, J&)

FOR SALE;
320 acres,, best
improved land to be found any4
where.
mile from Roy City
Limits, good well, two tanks,
house, barn, fenced and cross
fenced, 130 acres in or to be put.
in crops this spring. Inquire; at
Variety Machine Works. Royr N..
3--

M.

T 2 pd.

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans

SOME SMILES

at Residence- EOJT.N. M

FOR SALE:-Span- :of
Horses,
Span of Mules, Two. good tents
"What have yo there?
will sell or trade.
"Just ai little flight of fancy," anSee team at my faxra 2 mites
swered the amateur poet.
"And you- want to get ft published, east of Solano.
',
f cpttrse7','
H. R.. Johnson
No Chance.

'

.

"f hope-

some editor, will accept It
and, pay me a fair price.
"Úmph 1 That's another 'little flight
of faacyj '"
v
,
Doirestlo

Tragedy.

"S. GlitHery's wife has left
ever.. How

!

sadl"

htm

for

"isn't It!"
"Did she leave him any mementos?"

"Tes three 'children."

Solano, N. M.

Dr. H. S Murdoch,
"Dentis- tof Springer N. M.. will be in
Roy

-

-

-

SOON

J.

B. LUSK Southwestern Hotel

Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

? SELLING

OUT?

NEW MEXICO

"CHAMBERLAIN'S TABLETS
HAVE DONE WONDERS FOR ME"
-

privilege of a hatter to size

.

Office

Wise and Otherwise
a hat up.

j

and Insurance

ROY

It's the

The Pythagorians of Ancient Greece
ate simple food, practiced temperante
and purity. As a badsje they used the
five pointed star which they regarded
asa symbol of hea'th. A red five
pointed star appeal's on each package-joChamberlain's Tablets, and still ful- -j
fils its ancient mission as a symbol of
'health. If ycu are troubled with, indigestion, biliousness or constipation,
jet a package of thee tablets from.
your druggist. You will be surprise di
at the quiek relief which they afford.
Obtainable everywhere.

"I have been a sufferer from stomach trouble for a number of years,

Then you will have a
PUBLIC

SALE.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

a great numand although I have-usber of remedies recommended for this
complaint, Chamberlain's Tablets is
His address is MILLS N. M.
the first medicine that has given me
"
relief,
lasting
writes
and
You can have SALE BILLS
pasitive
Mi s, Anna Radin, Spencerport, N. Y. printed and mike d&tiset the
"Chamberlain's Tablets have--, done Spanish-America- n
Office. " Royi
wonders forme and I value them highMexico.
New
'
ly. ' Obtainable everywhere,
ed

Col F. O. WHITE

n
NOTICE

(

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
U. S. Lana Office at Clayton

N M

April 10 1017
Notice Is hereby given that William
C. Wickham of Mosquero N. M. who
on July 8, 1!)13, made II. E, No. 01GH65
for tho SEi and SWJ Sec 14 Twp 18N.
Rng 28E NMPM, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before W H Willcox, u 8 Comisioner at
his office at Roy N. M., on the 8th day
June, 1917
Claimant nflmes as witnesses:
John U, Tobler
J, Frank Smith
William T. Lofton Robert F. Moore
All of Mosquero New Mexico

PAZ VAL VERDE, Register.
5--

1

'"m"ttl-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Apr. 10, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Teresita
Cordova formerly Martinez de Tafoya
of Gallegos N. M. who on Mar.2 1914
made H. E. No. 017430, for NEJ Section 15 NW1 Section 14 Township 17N
R29E. N. M.P. Meridian has filed notice
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Juanita G Gonzales
U. S. Commissioner at her office in
Gallegos N.M.on June 4 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Trinidad Sanchez Catarino Trujillo
Apolonis Arguello Policarpio Cordova
all of Gallegos N, M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
.

9

1

NOTICE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
Apr. 11, 1917
Notice 9 hereby given that Edna
Grunig formley Edna Owen, of Roy
N. M. who on March 301914 made H.
H, No. 017620 for NE1 Section 2

THE UNIVE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 2, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Harry
A. Nebhut, of David, New Mexico,
who, on January 28, 1916, made Home
stead Entry No. 021548, for NeU
Section 20, Township 18N, Range 30E,
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final Commutation
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Juanita G.

Gal-lego- s,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Ran Woods, Pierse Field,
Paine
Field, J. T. McFarland, all of David,

Adam Szewczyk, of Roy New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
who on May 12, 1910 made H E. No.
Section 31 Department of the Interior U. S. Land
011269 for Lots
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
Township 20N Range 26E. N, M. P.
Apr 4, 1917.
Meridian has filed notice of intension
Notice Is hereby given that John W
to make final three year proof to
establish claim to the land above des- Wyre of Roy, N. M. who on Nov. 25
1913 made H. E. No. 017268 for NEJ-NF. K, Foster
cribed before
Sec. 13 SEi-SSec 12 Twp 20 N
Mex.
U. S. Commissioner at RoyN.
26 E and SWJ-SW- J
Rng
Sec 7 and
1917.
onJun 9,
S, 18 T. 20 N, R. 27 E, N M P
Claimant names as witnesses:
F. L. Schultz, Stanislaus Rychlewski Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Homer Holmes
George Cable,
to make Three Year Proof, to estabíí
lish claim to the land above described
M '.;
.
All of Roy
efore F.H. Foster U. S. Commisioner
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
on May 18, 1917
Quite Simple.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jim Jones "But how can 1 levo my
B.
G. Hall
C.E. Kidd
dog
howls
myself,
when
his
as
E. F.. Ivey
Lyphus Kirby
ill night?" The Parson "Why, very
asy, brother Jones very easy just
All of Roy New Mexico
poison his dog !" Puck.
PAZ VALVERDE,
J

.

Register
NOTICE POS PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Apr. 4 1917
Notice is hereby given that Nicola?
Annuo-oMills. N. M. who on Mar. 4
1914 made H. E. No. 017621 for the
Section 17
SI- - NWJ: Ei-STwp 21N Rng 2515 N M P M has
U. S.

Register

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

S,

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

6-- 9

et

,J.F.

6--

,

Nj-NE-

J;

filed notice of intention to make thn e
year final proof, 'to establish claim to
he land above described, before W H
willcox, U S Com: at Roy N M
on May 18, 1917
claimant names ns witnesses:
Lino Maestas
Alejandro Montoya
Alberto Maestas
Mugarito M Vigil

A'l of Mills, N.M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

2

J'

5--

5--

5--

Where th Sexes Differ.
When trouble ceaies hobbling along,
woman gives way to a flood of tears
but a man Droeeeds to tint the nr.
Sale No. 761,
NWU Se. 1, T. uosphere blue.
19N, Rng 23 E, NEU SEU, SWU
NWU Sec. 34, NV4 SU Sec. 35, Twp
I
20N., Rng 23E, ontaining 320J8 acres
Notice for Republication
There are no improvements on the
'
'At Reasonable Rates.
above described" tract of land.
the Interior U.S. Land
Sale No. 762, All of Sec. 17, T 19N, Department
OIH ie at Clayton, New Mexico.
R. 24E, containing 640 saves. There
May 4.1917
are no improvements on tie above de
Nofcie is hereby given that
scribed tract: ef land.
James R Guinn of David N, M. who,
Sale No. 763, SWU SEU, SEU
oi
made HE and add'l
k
SWU Sec. S, NÍ4 NKM Sec. 7, WU
WJ- SWU Sec 8, T. 18N, R. 26E, NEU Nos 0108ÉÍ & 020620 for SEJ-SESection. 33 Tewn- SEU Sec 25, TV 19N, R. 25E, NU 'SEJ SWJ-NE- i
ship 'AX. Range 30 E, N. M. P,
SWU Sen 30, WH SEU Sec. 31, S
NWU Sec. 34, T. 19N, R. 2CE,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
487.02 acres selected for the tomake-threYear Proof, to establish
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad claim to the land above described, beBond Fund. The improvements on the
& Receiver U. S, Land
above described tract of land consist fore Register
O Tice Clayton N. M. on the 15th day
of feneihg, value $125.
of June 1917
Sale N. 764, SEU SEU, Sec. 28,
Claimant names as
NEU, NEU SEU Sec. 33, WU SWU
Pierce Field
Field
Paine
Sec. St, T. 20N, R. 25E, containing
Henry Carms
Tom Parks
320 acres. There are no improvements
on the above described tract of land.
All of David New Mexico
Saba No. 765, EU EU Sec. 6, All
PÁZ VALVERDE,
Register.
of Sec. 7, NEU, NEU NWU Sec. 18.
T. 21N, R. 25E, containing 999.57
9
acres. There are no improvements on
the above described tract of land.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sale No. 766, EM, SWA Sec 24,
NÍ4 NWU Sec. 25. N
NE4, SEU Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Santa FeNew Mexico.
NEU, W'i SEU, SEU SWU Sec. 26
Tbo Roy Drug Store
May 3, 1917
NEU NWU Sec. 35, T. 23N, R. 19E,
S
SWU, NEU SWU Sec. 18, NWU- - NOTICE is hereby given that
W
NEU, SEU NEU, N
Maximo Madrid of Mills New Mexico,
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
SWU SEU, Lot 4, Sec. 19, NWU Who on
March 2 1914. made H, E. No.
NEU, SH NWU Sec. SO, T. 23N, R.
12
Patent Medicines
20E, containing 1,604,02 acres. The 020704 for NJ Section
21E N. M. P
Range
21N
Township
improvements on the above described
tract of land consist of house, value Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Perodicals and Stationery
$10.
to make Three Year Proof, to estabNo bid on the above described tractf lish claim to the land above described
of land will be accepted for less than before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
Five Dollars ($5.00) per acre, which
office in Roy.New Mexico, on
,i
is the appraised value thereof. In ad
li-dition thereto tho successful bidder 17th day of July
Perfumes and Toilet Articles
Claimant names as witnesses:
must pay for the improvements that
AVh'1 Madrid
Urzulo Gonzales
exist on the land.
Felix Cordova
Jose Dolores Medina
Each of the above described tracts
Mexico.
New
Mills
All
of
will be offered for sale separately.
FRANCISCO DELGADO
Sale No. 767, SWU SWU Sec. 2,
Register
2
T. 21N, R. 25E., containing 40 acres.
The improvements on this land conK0TICE yOR PUBLICATION.
sist of reservoir, fencing, and plowing value $200.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
THE HOME RESTAURANT
No bid on the above described tract
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Roy, New Mexico
of land will be accepted for less than
May 4, 1917
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which
Regular Meals
Short Orders
.
herebygiven
NOTICE
that James
is
is the appraised value thereof. In adA place to
for Ladies and Gentlemen
dition thereto the successful bidder C. Driskill of Mosquero New Mexico
must pay for the improvements that who on January 17, 1913 Oct. '5 1911
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
exist on the land.
mide hcmesteacl entry No 015815
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistent
01393
for NW1 and SWi Section 2
Sale No. 768, All of Sec. 36, T. 22N,
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
R. 25E, containing 640 acre3. The im- Township 19N Range 28E N M P Merid
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
provements on this land consist of ian hat filed notice of intention to
give you more for your money than anyone else.
well, windmill, tanks, and fencing, val- make final three
ue $643.60
Year Proof, to establish claim to tha
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
No
bid
on
above
the
described
trac land above described before
ARNETT Prop'r.
of land will be accepted for less than wIWillcox, U. S. Commissioner at
Ten Dollars ($10.00) per acre, which Roy N. M. June. 11 1917
's the appraised value thereof. In
Claimant names as witnesses:
thereto the successful bidder Thomas Hamilton
Femberton Blake
WHOOPING " COUGH.
1
nu3t pay for the improvements that William C. Bradley
Dally Thought.
Robert Smith
A singlo grateful thought turned exist on the land.
One of the most successful prepaAll of Mosquero N. M.
leavenwnrtl Is tho most perfect prayer
Each of the above described tracts
rations in use for this disease is Leasing.
Paz Y&lvwJe,
will be offered for sale separately.
S.
W.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
9
Register
The above sale of lands will te subBlandón Springs, Ala.,
McClinton,
ject to the following terms and condiRHEUMATISM.
writes, "Our baby had whooping
tions, viz.:
cough as bad as most any baby could
If you are trouble! with chronic o;
NOTICE F0& PUBLICATION.
Except for lands selected for the
have' it, I gave him Chamberlain's muscular rheumatism give Chamber
Santa Fe and Grant County R. R.. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Cough Remedy and it soon got him Iain's Liniment a trial. The relief
Bond Fund the successful bidder must
O Hice at Clayton, New Mexico,
from pain which it affords is alone lay to the Commissioner of Public
Well" Obtainable everywhere,
May 2, 117
cost
worth many tirrei its
Lands, or h3 agent holding such sale,
NOTICE i O; PULIATION
is hereby given that
Notice
Obtainable everywhere.
mo twentieth of the price offered by
him for the land, four per cent interI
Department of tho Interior U S Land
est in advance for the balance of such J033 Lujan of Sabinoso N. M. who
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1912 and add'l January 121916
i'9
May
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Department of the Interior U. S. Land ourchase price, the fees for advertis-!n- g
Apr, 7 1917
and appraisement ahd all costs in- mads HE No. 014780 and 021494 for
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
i,
NEJ-Ncidental to the sale herein, and each SI SE1 Sec 3 and
Arril 111917
Notice is hereby given that
NJ-Sand
Enid
10
nil
Sec
of
NwJ-Nw- J
3
deamounts
Section
be
must
given
Notice
hereby
is
that
Lyphus Kirby of Roy, N. M who on
posited in cash or certified exchange Section 11 Township 17N. Rangr 25 E.
July, 8, 1913 made II. K. 016529 forWJ-NW- J Charles H. Welch, of Roy N. M. who. t the time of sale, and which
said N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
on Nov, 22, 1913 made II. E. No. 017120 amounts and all of them
and SyJ, Section 8
are subject intention to make Three Year proof to
SEJ-SE- J
J
forNEi-SWand
'o forfeiture to the State of New MexTwp 20N Range 27E; NMP Meridian has
N. M. P. ico if the successful bidder doei not establish claim to the land described,
filed notice of intention to make three Sec 25 Twp 20n. Ung 25E.
filed notice of inten- sxecute a contract within thirty davs before F II Foster U S Cotn'r at
year proof, to establish claim to the Meridian, has
of June, 1917
tion
to
three Year Proof, to liter it has been mailed to him by the Roy, N.N. on thellh-damake
land above described, before F.
Land
State
Claimant
names
Office,
as
said
witnesses:
procontract
to
above
the
land
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his establish claim to
vide that the purchaser may at his Simon F. Garcia
Jerónimo Lujan
described before F. II Foster, U S
office at Roy, N. M. on . June (11917
option make payments of not less than Antonio QaiDtana Josa Ignacio Baca
New
Mexico,
on
Comr.
at Hoy,
of ninety-fiv- e
c?ni
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of
New Mexico.
June 13, 1917
i the purchase price at any time af tei
lV VALVKUDE,
C. E. Kidd
tha 'Rale and prior to tho expiration
John W. Wjre
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register
E, B. Homes,
if thirtv vearn fmm tintp
llm
Elmer Neal
William Bowman
B, F. Kmerson
f':vact, nr.d to provide for tho payment
Andrew Kempa,
A. Patrick?,
Ail of Roy Now Mexico
ir any unpaid taiance at the
All of Roy New Mexico
NOTICE i Ort PUBLICATION
thirty yearn fro?n the ilrta o
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE
'he contract, with interest on deferred
Register. oaynients at tha rato of four per cent Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, N. M.
per annum payable in advance on the
Apr. 10, I 1 7
anniversary of the date of contract,
sartial payments to Le credited cn the
Notice is hereby given that
anniversary of the date of conti-p.cCcs.-oD. llames of Mosquero N. M.
next following the date of tender.
wlio on Nov, 8, 1910 niüdo II. K. No.
C. U. SthuKC, County Treasurer
Tom J. Taylor, jr.,
The sale of lands (selected for the 012:;S0for tho SKI Section 15 TownSanta Fe nnd Grant County K. R. Bond ship 1SN. Range 2F. N, M. F.
Fund will be subject to the above
Meridian has filed notice of interms and conditions except that the
to make five year proof, to
tention
pay
must
uccessful
bidder
Mora, New Mexico
in cash or
claim to the land above)
establish
certified exchange at, the time of sale
of the purchase price offer described, before W. II. Willcox, U, S.
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
ed by him for the land, four per cent Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
f
Mora County.
interest in advance for the balance of NM on the 11 day of June 1917.
such purchase price and will be reTitles to Lands in the Mora Grant are beingj
Claimant names as witnesses:
straightened out and we are also prepsred
quired to execute a contract providing
James F Smith Charles W McNeil
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
for the payment of the balance of such
Clevo Hair.il
John C. Linson
purchase price in thirty equal, annual
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All of Mos i ero N. M,
installments, with interest on all deferred payments at the rate of four
AUMatters entrusted to us dtapatohfd with Promptness and A ccuroy
PAZ VALVERDE,
Your Business Re&pecMutly Solicited
per cent per annum in advance, payM)
Register
ments and interest due on October

it

con-taini-

Gonzales, U.S. Commissioner at
New Mexico, on the 9th day of
May, 1917.

.

RQBT. P. ERVIEN.
Commissioner of Public Lands
State of New Mexico

F. S. BrOWn, Proprietor
ROY,
New Mex.

W,

New Mexico.

A L. CAE?

Repair Work ap Jtfar

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

2

RS

N
of each year.
The Commissioner of Public Land3
cf New Mexico, or his agent, holding
such sale, reserves the right to reject any and all bids offered at raid
sale. Possession under contracts of
sale for the above described tracts will
be given on or before October 1st, 1917
Witness my hand and the official 3eal
of the State Land Office this 2nd day
of Apiil, A. D., 1917.
i

Cars Housed and Cared for

6--

PAZ VALyERDE

of Puiilk
Mexico.
. Notice is hereby given that pursuant
to the provisions of an Act of Con
gress, approved June 20, 1910, the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and the
rules and regulations-o- f the State Land
Office, the Commissioner
of PUbhc
Lands will offer a Public Sala to the
highest bidder at II o'clock. A.. M., on
Wednesday, June 20th, 1917, in the
town of Mora, Cowvty of Morav. State
of New Mexico,
front of tha Coart
House therein, the following, described
tracts of land, vü

and LIVERY

Claimant names as witnesses:
B. G, Grunig
George Lan.b
R. C. Grunig
Martin Rhyne
All of Roy N M
PAZ VALVERDE,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

MOKA COUNTY
Office of tho Commissioner
.... Lands, Santa Fe, New

Roy Garage

Township, 19m Range- 26É N. M. P.
Merinian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
befor
F H Foster, V S Com, at Roy
N M on the 13th day of June 1917

4 21

State of New. Mexico)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,
Public Land Sale

v.

1

All of David

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOR PUBLICATION

EJ

nbjof

THE

i

PAZ VALVERDE,

wl-SW-

-

ni

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Register.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Apr. 14, 1917.
Notice ishereby given that Lawrence Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Butler of Roy N. M. who on Feb. 25,
April, 2, 1917.
1914 made H. E. No. 017564 for
19N
NEi-SW12
Twp
Sec
NWJ-SNotice is hereby given that Eugenia
i
Rng. 2613. N. M P M iridian ha filed Mascarenos, of Gallegos, New Mexico,
notivio of intention to make three year who, on April 25, 1914, made Homeproof to establish claim to the stead Entry, No. 017806, for EH,
S. EM, Section 15 and
S. W.U
land above described, before F. H. Fos- Section 14,
Township 17N, Range 30E,
ter U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
on June 12 1917.
filed notice of intention to make three
Claimant names as witnesses:
year proof, to establish claim to the
O. A. Butler
Videl C. Martinez
land above described, before Mrs.
R. C. Giunig
L. E. Deubler
Juanita G. Gonzales, U. S. Commi
sioner, at Gallegos, on the 9th day of
All of Roy New Mexico.
May, 1917.
J PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
1
Rosendo Fuentes, of Gallegos, N.
M., Catarino Trujillo, of Gallegos, N.
wfiTTmr vcK PtrRT.TPATIOTT.'
Donartment of the Interior. U. S. Land M.,Juan L. Baca, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Isais Fuentes, of Gallegos, N. M.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
PAZ VALVERDE,
1917,
Apr 10,
Register.
given
hereby
that
is
Notice

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
April 11, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Clarita
Gallegos of David New Mexico who on.
Nov. 9, 1911, made, H. E. No. 014116
Section 22
J
and
for WJ-NTownship 18N. Range 31E. N. M. P.
in- -'
fibd
Meridian
ha
proof,
year
five
final
tention to make
to establish claim to tho land above described, before Juanita, G, Gonzales
U S Com, at Galleaos N M on tho
11th, day of June 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Meliton Labato
Julio Labato
Pedro N Rael
Anicacio Rael

r-

Diplomacy In the Home.
Every now and then wlfo nrget
liusbnnd (o buy some nev clothed for
"limself,
yjt If he Is- n pretty good
talker ho can get out of It without
Making her mad. Fort Worth Star.

New Mexico.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

-

NJ-Stf-

th

o.

9
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Roy Telephone'' 'Co.

Í'

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
LONG-DISTANC-

MORA. ABSTRACT COMPANY

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

t

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs'
Lines conand intermediate points,..'
'
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,'
City
Roy
nected.
;

Rural-Commuui-

,

ty

.

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

1

one-ten- th

-
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1st

THE

AMERICAN

DREADNAUGHT

NEW MEXICO IS LAUNCHED
i

vV

,::

SPANISH-AMERICA-

REtlCII DRIVE
"THE

'.;.

BESPERATE

ATTACKS TO REGAIN

LOST GROUND ON
FRONT FAIL.

AKE

5,800

PRISONERS

WARNED THAT TEUTON
TROOPS ARE PREPARING TO

RUSSIA

mi"'

.....

The new United States dreadnau ght New Mexico, which was launched at the New York navy yard, April 23,
and Miss Margaret C. De Baca, daughter of the late Governor De Baca, who was Its sponsor. The New Mexico
Is a sister ship of the Idaho, under construction at Camden, N. J., and the Mississippi, recently launched at Newknots. Her armament
port News, Va. She will have a displacement of 32,000 tons and a speed of twenty-onguns and four
torpedo tubes. Her complement
guns, twenty-twwill consist of twelve
.
will be 1,056 officers and men.

.

e

NEW

APPROPRIATION
MEXICO
MAY REACH $1,500,000.

Special Legislative Session Expected
to Pass Selective Draft Bill to
Raise Guard Regiment.
Western Newspaper L'nlon Newi Service.

Santa Fe. The Third State Legisla'
ture, which convened here In special
session, is asked to empower the gov
ernor to regulate the distribution and
marketing of food products during the
period of the war, with the object of
preventing hoarding and exorbitant
prices.
The Legislature also Is asktd to pro
vide for selective drafting for the Natlonal Guard and any other military
units, and to make available funds
sufficient for any possible emergency.
It has been suggested by some of the
members of the War Committee that
the amount made available should not
be less than $1,000,000, and possibly
should reach $1,500,000.
The military bill provides for the
enrollment of all male residents of
the Btate between the ages of 18 and
45, and specifies the same punishment
as meted out to deserters for those
who fail to enroll or who fall to respond when drafted. The governor
Is given power to appoint enrolling
officers, and, in addition, the sheriff,
county treasurer and" county clerk
are constituted a county enrolling
board in each county. The measure
contemplates drawing recruits the
same as jurors are drawn. Elimination from the drafts of those who can
better serve the state in agricultural
and other pursuits also is

State Council for Defense Named. ;
Santa Fé. Governor W. E. Lindsey
has appointed a Council of State Defense composed of seventeen members, each assigned to a particular department. The appointments are as
Farmers, President A. D.
follows:
Crile of the State College; bankers,
Levi A. Hughes, Santa Fé; medical,
Dr. James A. Másale, ' Santa Fé; railroads, W. C. Reid, Albuquerque; law,
E. C. Crampton, Raton; roads, Chas.
Springer, Cimarron; engineering, Jas.
A. French, Santa Fé; military, Col. E.
C. Abbott, Santa Fé; metal mining,
John M. Sully, Santa Rita; coal mines,
George A. Kaseman, Albuquerque;
home guard, B. M. Cutting, Santa Fé;
taxation and revenue, R. C. Reid,
Red Cross, Richard H. Hanna,
Santa Fé; Federation of Woman's
Clubs; Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Santa Fé;
mercantile, R. E. Putney, Albuquerque; public utilities, S. B. Davis, Las
Vegas; publishers, D. A. Macpherson,
Albuquerque; labor, H. B. Karr, Albu

Must Raise More Crops.

f

State College. The people of New
Mexico are face to face with the prob
lem of growing more vegetables dur
ing the coming seasons for planting
and harvesting. The food" production
in New Mexico must be increased
greatly increased and an appeal is
being made to the people by Presl
dent A. D. Crlle and other officials of
the State College for help in this di
rection. A number of bulletins have
been Issued calling attention to the
necessity for a greater food produc
tion.
Timber Business Thriving.
Five sale contracts
Albuquerque.
calling for the cutting of fifty million
feet of saw timber and railroad ties
have been handled In the district of
fice of the Forest Service here within
the last few days.
i

Woman's Auxiliary.
Santa Fe Headed by Mrs. W. E.
Lindsey. wife of the governor, a com
mittee consisting of one member from
each county, was appointed for the
organization of the woman's auxiliary
Mrs. Lindsey Is to organize Santa Fe
county; Mrs. A. B. Stroup, Bernalillo
county; Mrs. Samuel Eldodt, Rio Arriba: Mrs. W. A. Palmer, San Juan;
Mrs. C. A. Carrington, McKlnley; Mrs.
Francisco C. de Baca, Sandoval; Miss
Ascarate, Dona Ana; Mrs. A. B. Fall,
Otero; Mrs. William C. McDonald, Lincoln: Mrs. Cleofes Romero, Torrance;
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, San Miguel;
Mora; Mrs
Mrs. Patricio Sanchez,
Joaauin Gallegos, Guadalupe; Mrs. Dr
Beeson. Chaves; Mrs. John Merchant,
Eddy; Mrs. George L. Reese, Roose
velt: Mrs. J. V. Rice, Curry; Mrs. J
8. Eaves, Lea; Mrs. J. R. Kenyon,
Grant; Miss Nettie Perkins, Luna;
Mrs. H. Chambón, Socorro; Mrs. Ed
uardo M. Otero. Valencia; Mrs. H. A,
Wolford, Sierra; Mrs. Jose Montaner,
Taos: Mrs. Jay T. Conway, Colfax;
Mrs. Carl Eklund, Union; Mrs. Floyd
Bess, Quay; Mrs. George W. Carr, Do
Organize

Baca.

Ros-wel- l;

querque.

War Council Names
Santa Fé. The war committee of
the State Defense Council has divided
In or
Itself Into five
der better to handle state preparedness details. These
which were recommended by a committee appointed for that purpose,
consisting of Charles Springer, R. E.
Putney and C. R. Brice, are as follows: Legislative measures, Messrs.
Crampton, Brice, Springer and Gallegos; military affairs, Messrs. Putney,
Garcia, Hawkins, Sully and Crampton;
press, Messrs. Brice, Romero and
Sully; agricultural and economics organization, Messrs. Hawkins, Putney,
Springer, Romero and Sully; comthe governor,
munications with
Gallegos
Crampton,
and
Messrs.
.

Garcia.
Beans at Unheard of Levels.
Santa Fe Never before In the his
tory of the dried bean industry have
prices reached their present unheard
of levéis. Still it appears as if the
top of the market has not been
reached and as if It would be diffi
cult to secure even seed beans. Quo
tations at Los Angeles are 17 cents
per pound for small and large whites
and limas. 14 cents for pinks, 9 ft
cents for blackeyes, 11 cents for
reds, 8'4 cents for baby Mex
icans, while In former years blackeyes
cents.
fetched 2

STATE NEWS
June 18. Reunion of Scottish Rite Masons at Santa Fé.
July
Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
aaaoclation at Lai Vegaa.
Auk. 27. Bar Association meeting at
Roswell.
Sept.
8
Seventh Annual Northern
New Mexico Fair at Raton.
6

26-2-

Fort Sumner is to have a bank.
Farmlngton wants a canning fac
tory.
Eleven

state banks have been

char-

tered this year.
A contract has been let for the new
Santa Fe depot at Gallup.
Six Springer boys have answered
Uncle Sam's call for soldiers.
A cooperative spud growing asso
ciation has been formed at Gallup.
Sheep in New Mexico are under
going the annual dipping process.
The Modern Brotherhood of Amer
ica held their state convention at Al
buquerque.
At Clayton, 114,000 acres of state
land were sold at an average price of

per acre.
Juan Martinez, a former deputy
sheriff, was shot and killed at his
home in San Miguel county.
Senator A. A. Jones is now a mem
ber of the executive committee of the
Democratic National Committee.
Land sales and leases covering
about 100,000 acres in Mora county
were announced at East Las Vegas.
Marrón & Wood have been charged
with violating the Supreme Court or
der suspending them from practice.
Robert L. Cooper, assistant state
engineer, has been appointed county
road superintendent for Santa Fe
$8.65

county.

Man-churia- n

W
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Paris, May 8. Every gain scored by
the French in Saturday's brilliant ad
vance northeast of Soissons, was main
Limit to Space.
Nervousness.
tained against numerous heavy coun
in front, there, please,"
"Move
un
nervous
would
you
be
you
"Do
think
Sunday night, the war of
of one of the
conductor
Rhouted
the
Consolidation of the In battle?"
fice announced.
a. m. Illinois street cars.
would," confessed Mr.
I
sure
"I'm
ground has made them masters oi
"Can't do It: door's shut," answered
ChunRins. "Every time I heard a canmost of the ridge crowned by the Che-- non I'd Imagine another of my tires a (tfentorlnn voice In that direction.
along a front of more bud burst."
Indianapolis News.
than eighteen miles. The prisoners
Important to Kothers
taken have reached a total of 6,800 and
l)r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription makes
Examine carefully every bottle of
seven cannon have been captured.
weak women strong, sick women well, no
CASTOIUA, that famous old remedy
alcohol. Sold in tablets or liquid. Adv.
Infants and children, ana see tnat it
for
Petrocrad. Petrograd is warned of
seems to be a yellow streak In
There
an Impending; German attack upon it human nature that always makes It
Signatura of
by way of Libau, in an army order want
to shift responsibility.
In Use for Over 30 lean.
which directs the disposition of forces
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castori
to resist such an attack.
Paris. A brilliant success for tha
French army is recorded in the offi
An important
cial communication.
French advance has been made
against powerful opposition along the
road from Soissons to Leon, over an
extent of nearly four miles. French
troops have captured all the plateau
in the neighborhood of Cerny ana
Craonne and the hills dominating the
valley of the.Allette river. The num
ber of prisoners captured was 5,300.
After repulsing German counter at
tacks from Fresnoy southward to the
southern corner of the Hlndenburg
line at Laon and farther eastward
toward the Champagne district, the
British and French troops in France
are holding the majority of the posi
tions gained and are making some
small progress against desperate re
sistance.
Some of the German attacks were
broken ud by artillery and others
in
were driven off after
fantry fighting. One of the most vio
lent German attempts was an assault
on Craonne and the positions near it,
taken by the French on the previous
day, but the assault broke down with
great losses. Progress was made by
the French east of Mont Carnlllet and
by the British north of Havrlncourt
hand-to-han-

d

BOSGHEE'S

GERMAN

This Is a beautiful world to the girl
with a new hat.
If you expect nothing all you get Is
so much velvet

SYRUP
Panacea of the Home the World
Over.
Why will you allow a cold to ad
vance In your system and thus encour-ae- e
more serious maladies, such as
pneumonia or lung trouble, when by
the timely use of a few doses or
Boschee's German Syrup you can get
relief. This medicine has stood the
test of fifty years. It Induces a good
nieht's sleeD with easy expectoration
in the morning. For sale by druggists
In all parts of the civilized world In
25 and 75 cent bottles. Adv.
A man who Is blind to his own Inter
est finds ninny persons who are anx
ious to lend him In the other direction.

Hen and Women
Women aa well as men are made miser,
able by kidney and bladder trouble. Dr.
the great kidney
Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
medicine, la highly recommended by thousands.
Swamp-Roitanda the highest for the
reason that so many people Bay it na
provea to o just me remeuy urwrou
thousands of even the moat distressing
cases.
At druggists in 80c and 11.00 alzes. xou
may receive a sample alze bottle of
Swamp-Roby Parcel Post, also a pam
phlet telling you about it. Address ur.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
Kilmer
enclosi ten cents, also mention this paper.

...

Make Money
in Oil Stocks. Write us.
Midwest Brokerage Co.
830 Seventeenth

Tot, mílAB tnr a niMrftl. AIwavh hnv
Irons me xsiue; nave oeauinui, cienr

wnite ciotnes. aqt,

Greatest of all feats of strength Is
holding one's tongue.

wood.

St., Denver, Colo.

The John Van Riper
Investment Co.
WYOMING OIL STOCKS

Informmtloa Furnlmhad Free
Numberless people think they are
Bullecourt continues a center of
Equitable Bldo., Denver, Col.
453
1.
most intense battle with alternate ad No.
vance and retirement on both sides
South of that point the British have
their way into German
bombed
trenches of the Hlndenburg switch
toward Queant. Artillery fighting is
intensive along the Aisne front
The outcome of the contradictory
situation in Russia, where mobs have
denounced members of the provisional
government, remains puzzling. Chief
developments In Petrograd Saturday
by the council of
were
workmen's and soldiers' delegates of a
vote of confidence in the government
and the forbidding of all meetings or
armed demonstrations for two days.
The troops in Petrograd were ordered
1
is name which has come thru the storm of busito remain in their barracks. Premier
I Enduring! Certain-tin- t
ness competition stronger than ever. It stands for quality, dependability, satisLvoff and Foreign Secretary Mllukoff
faction and fair dealing. On the reputation of this name there has been built
have declared that the government
the world's largest manufacturer of roofing and building papers.
will resign rather than recall the note
sent May Day to the entente govern
d
d
ments, assuring them Russia would
prosecute the war vigorously.

Certain-tee-

Certain-tee-

Roofing

FIRE ON

HUNGER-FRENZIE-

MOB.

a

enlist

W7. L. Douglas
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Weitern Newspaper Union Newe Service.
COMINO EVENTS.

George Moss was convicted at Ros
well of second degree murder for kill
ing John Davis in a Texico saloon on
Jan. 2d.
,
The Albuquerque Speedway associa
tion will stage its first race July 4
Harry Leonard, president of the as
sociation, announced.
The district conference of the Meth
odist church, South, closed at Albu
Typhoid In Dona Ana.
will be
Santa Fe Word comes from South' querque. The next conference
em Dona Ana county that typhoid fe held in Tucumcari.
With a chorus of goodbyes from
ver has broken out among Mexican
refugees and that there is not a fam more than 100 relatives and friends
ily among the refugees but has one and music by the Indian school band
recruits for
case of typhoid fever, while In one In their ears, twenty-on- e
for San
shack there are seven 111 with the dis the navy left Albuquerque
Francisco.
ease.
Santa Fé has a Ladles' Rifle Club
Cudahy-LHHCase Has Parallel,
which bids fair to "outrlfle" the men
Raton The revolting Cudahy-Lilli- s
Juan Ramirez has been appointed
case in Kansas City several years ago
county agricultural agent for Santa
was paralleled at the Webster ranch
Fe county.
near Cimarron when Frank F. Clough,
Governor Lindsey named J. B. Prld- Cherokee,
a restaurant proprietor of
dy
of Portales as one of his military
Kan., assisted by his son, J. I. Clough,
Mr,
criminally mutilated Lee Bergman, al aides, with the rank of colonel.
of
as
lieutenant
Priddy
first
served
ias Lee Brown, formerly a night police
Company M of the National guard
man in Cherokee.
The mutilation of Bergman was the from 1911 to 1914.
That the people of New Mexico are
result of his alleged elopement with
Clough's second wife some time ago, waking up to the necessity of preparedness for home defense and for in
creased agricultual production is
County Road Head Nawed.
ap
shown by reports of activity in various
has
Lindsey
Governor
Fe
Santa
pointed Dr. H. M. Smitb of Las Vegas sections of the state.
a delegate to the annual meeting of
The. movement to organize the agrt
the alienists and neurologists of the cultural resources in the state is
United States at Chicago, July 10th to meeting with hearty response on the
12th. The State Highway Commission nart of Santa Féans who are prepar
has appointed Robert L. Cooper of the lng to put in at least half a day each
state engineer's office as county road week cultivating a garden.
superintendent for Santa Fe county
With the campaign under way for
under the new road law.
Increased crops and the cultivation of
land that has never before been tilled
March Taxes Distributed.
Santa Fe State Treasurer J. L. the Importance of good roads leading
Hall has made distribution of $58, from the city to the farming districts
301.90 of taxes collected during the and throughout the rural sections of
the country Is greatly enhanced.
month of March.
Capt. A. W. Brock resigned as com
Guardsman Heir to $5,000,000.
mander of Company I, New Mexico
Silver City By the death of his infantry; when the members of the
father. Gen. Edwin A. McAlpln, at company assembled in the armory and
the family home In Osslning, N. Y., declared they would refuse to serve
McAlpln. a nrivate of Com under him.
.T Roderick
A recruiting office for Battery
pany H, New Mexico National Guard,
inherits a fortune estimated at $5,ouu, has been opened at Roswell by Capt,
000. Gen. McAlDhln was a retired mul Charles M. DeBremond, the battery
tobacco merchant of commander. The battery is to be re
New York and one of the foremost cruited to a strength of not lesa
figures in New York State for many than 126.
Mayor Westerfield of Albuquerq.ua
vears. He served as adjutant general
of the Empire State under Governor issued a proclamation asking men to

Resources.
Roswell The Chavez County Farm
era' League was organized by fifty
farmers from all parts of the county
The object of the organization is to
increase acreage, and assist in the
production of more crops this year in
very way possible. The league will
also cooperate with the Patriotic
Leagtw of Roswell along this line. F.
L. Tea was elected president of the
association; M. Y. Monical, ice presi
dent, and A. J. Stevens, secretary;
Morton.
treasurer,
Farmers to Catalogue

NEW MEXICO
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I
name and the retail price it stamped on the
torn of all hoe at the factory. The value is guaranteed and
the wearer protected against high pnce for inferior shoes. The
I retad pnces are the same everywhere. They cost no more m San
Francisco than ihcv do in New York. They are always worth the
I pnce paid fot them.
I TTie quality of W. L. Douglas product b guaranteed by more
I A than 40 years experience in making fine shoes. The smart
I
tU
in rha Fashion Centres of America.
factory at Brockton, Ma- They art made in a
under the directum ana
ikilied
shoemaker,
highest
paid,
by
the
I
í NwiaeiMrl
!!
mrV'ma
fin honest
VI SnWWIUA
IUUCITU1UII
"
' - f with
I determination to make the best shoes for the price that money
can ray.
Douglas shoes, II be canI Ask yonr shoe) dealer for w.
not sunnlT tod with tha kind you want, take no other

I

make. Writs for interesting; booklet explaining how to
J Boys';
I ret shoes ot the highest standard of quality for tha price, U7
by return snail, postas; free.
Best In ftLOOK FOR W. L Dough
$3.00 $2.50 S
name and the retail price)
Shoe Co.
W I Pong-laPresident
stamped on the bottom.
18ft Hpark St., Brockton, Mas.
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LARGESUMFQR THE WAR
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Save Money by
shoes. For sale by over eOOO shoe dealers.
The Beat Known Shoes in the World.bot--

I

CAPTURE PETROGRAD.

o

SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SHAPE

ronWOMEN
mfn
GERMANS BACK $3 $3,50 $4 S4.50 $5 $0 $7 & $3 AND
uougmi
Wearing w.
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Germana and Bavarians In Desperate
Straits for Food.
Amsterdam. Grave rioting has oc
curred In Mainz, Germany, according
to a report received here by the Tele- graaf. Sixteen hundred people tooK
nart in a demonstration because of the
scarcity of food and a number of shops
ere looted. Troops fired on the dem- onstrants, the report adds, and eight
nprsons were killed. Later the troops
arrested five hundred persons. A dis
patch to Basel, Switzerland, from Munich, says that the food shortage In
Tlavaria is becoming Inert jlngly seri
ous. Herr Brettrech, minister of the
Interior, made an address to a popular
assembly in regard to the food situa
tion, sayine:
"We ran hold out until Aug. 15, II
the suDDlies we expect are received.
v. ReDtember the disappearance of
our live stock will compel us to exist
on veeetables alone."
The minister appealed to his audit
ors, the dispatch states further, to
hold out. so that the country would
not be forced to make a "hunger
peace."
Mob Prays as It Hanga Murderer.
Phoenix. Ariz.. May 8. Far out
across the moonlit stretches of the
Arizona desert a man hunt ended
carlv Sunday morning to the chant
ed words of the Lord's prayer that
rose to heaven from fifty throats. And
when the lynchers departed from the
spot on the Apache trail where
dangled the body of Starr Daley, slay
er nf James Ray Gibson, Chicago trav
eling man, after attacking his wife,
some still were muttering an "amen
to the work tliey had done

is the moat efficient typeof roof for factories,
office buildings, farm balldlogs.garages.elo.
The coat of laying prepared roofings is the
or
same whether you une good mautrlala
poor. Therefore, It pays to get CMKTA1N-THHwhich Is the beet It Is guaranteed
for 6, 10 or 16 ye rat according to thickness
(1 1 or 9 piyi. ana it win rmaiu
efficient long after the time when a
poor quality root would hare had
to be relatd.
For residences. CBRTAIN-TBBSlate Surfaced Asphalt Shingles
have all the adTantages of
plus artlsUe
Hooüu
oeauty.

r

Paints and Varnishes

are good, reliable producía made by experienced paint men who know Aow to make
good paints and Tarnishes.
Paints
The resultis that CBRTAIN-TBBand Varnishes are high grade products, sold
at lower prices than you would expect to
pay tor good paints ana T&rnisaes.
We guarantee CBRTAIN-TBBPaints and Varnishes to gira satisfaction. Whether you do yonr own
painting o r h 1 r e a professional
painter you will Snd It to yonr interest that Ton get OUUTAXN-TBB-

rcDTstN.Trrn DpnnllCTB CORPORATION
& Color Co.
t:
uf. fV C.ra Vunisl Ca Mound City PaintBsnsle,
S.Fr..rfK.,

I D

Ktw TettCliease.fl"lsWn. St Ueis. Bertea.CltTebae; Rashers. Detroit.
'
niiin.f-u- .,
MllwaiUa. UHtun, n.w une.ni. Law,
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Canadian Farmers
Profit From Wheat
The war's devastation of
European crops has caused
an unusual demand for grain
from the American Conti-
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nent. The people of the world must
be fed and wheat near $2 a bushel
offers great profita to the farmer.
Canada'B invitation is therefore
especially attractive. She wants
settlers to make money and happy,
prosperous homes for themselves by

belDins her raise immense wheat crops.
srot Homestead of 160 acre FREE
low prices. During many
lands at remarkably
and other
-20 bushels to
1.1. Viowa,
,!..,
the acre many yields as high as 45 bushels so the acre.
Barley
and
crops
Oats,
of
Flu.
also
Wonderful
Mixed fanning; as profitable an industry as grain raising The excellent grasses full of nutrition are the only
food required for beef or dairy purposes. Good schools,
churches, markets convenient, climate excellent.
the
There Is an extra demand for farm labor to repises
war. 1 ne
many young men who hare yolunteered for the
GoTernmenI Is urging farmers to put extra acreage Into
aa to reduced
amln. Write for Uterature and particulars
railway rates to Bupk of Immigration, Ottawa, Casada, of
W. V. RFNNl'.TT

Vea ran

Room 4t Be Bldg Omaha. Neb.
Canadian Government Agent
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U-BOAT

A CLEVER

RUSE

he had cleared away the broken stuff
and replaced the rods.

Vessel, Disabled, Captures Mine
Laying Trawler and

Sets a Trap.
SIÜXS 6 ENEMY DESTROYERS
Strews 8e With Scor of Mines Then
Calls Prussian Vessels In German Code and They Rush to
Their Destruction.
New York. How a British subma
rine, uisaoieu anu rorceu to come 10
the surface In Prussian waters In the
North Sen, captured an enemy mine-

layer and sank six Prussian destroyers
wus told In graphic language by an officer of a British vessel that arrived
at an American port. According to the
narrative the officer commanding the
to
submarine forced the mine-laye- r
tow him out to sea and then, repairs
being completed, sowed the sea with
mines and In German code sent out a
call by wireless that brought six Prussian destroyers down on them. Four
of the destroyers struck mines and the
remaining two were sunk by the submarine, which then made her way
home In safety.
"We were cruising off the mouth of
the Weser at night," the officer told a
New York Herald reporter, "when
something went wrong with our machinery and we came to a stop.
Setting the Trap.
"We had passed close by to several
Prussian vessels earlier In the evening, but 'had not touched them, for
ours was a mission of observation. So
we considered that we would full In
with one very soon. Sure enough, In
on hour's time we caught sight of a
dark shape coming down and which
would apparently run afoul of us If we
kept on. Through the night glasses
our lieutenant made her out to be a
trawler. At once he deckled on a desperate expedient.
He sent oft the
bo'sun and six men, nil the available
men we had, In our collapsible boat,
and as the trawler bore down on us he
hailed her In German and reported
with machinery dishimself as
abled.
"It wasn't till she was right on top
of us that they smelled a rat. Someone shouted out an alarm as her overhang grazed us. And as the cry went
op our collapsible, which had pulled
around, bourded her from the other
side. The lieutenant and I went over
the trawler's side and shot two of
them before they rushed lis, for 'our
boat's crew had kept the remainder of
the watch n deck busy.
"Once In possession of the deck It
was easy to do for the engine-rooforce of three and the boat was ours.
tllAHA IIUO
II I II n H
U7n
ihriIa OU1C
'n II I1U
nimn itint
,1111TIO 11I11UO
UlUb llltlC II
munlcutlon from the fo'c'sle except by
the locked hatch. Then the lieutenant
passed a. line to onr own submarine
workand with her
ing like mad the rest of us on the
trawler got under way. It was almost
dawn before the engineer on the submarine hulled us and announced that
U-2-

VI

englne-rooin.cre-

"The lieutenant then cast loose from
our submarine and the trawler made a
wide semicircle, dropping overside all
the surface mines she had on board
20 of them. Then we sent a
radio In
German the lieutenant had found the
Hun's secret code book In the wheel-hous- e
calling for help and announcing
that the trawler had fallen In with a
flotilla of fast British cruisers, evidently bent on a raiding expedition.
With that we wrecked the wireless,
abandoned the trawler with her crew
still locked on the fo'c'sle and submerged behind our barrier of mines.
Destroying the Destroyers.
"We didn't have long to wait. The
dawn was Just breaking when up from
the east came four destroyers In column. We had hardly sighted them
when they saw the trawler and spread
out fanwlse.
As they shot Into the
mine field the lending destroyer went
leaping out of the water with her bow
torn off. The others sheered and the
second and third, thus running up the
mine trail, both struck, each one being

SPANISH-AMERICA-

fulrly torn to pieces. The fourth destroyer, her engines reversing at top
speed and hauling her back on her
haunches, took a pot shot at the trawler for luck, realising that they had
ran Into a trap. As she was firing we
crept slowly up and let her have a torpedo amidships.
- "The roar of the explosion had hardly died away when another detonation
shook us and we found that two more
destroyers hnd come up from the
southward and had fallen afoul of the
mines. The lending one was untouched,
but the second hnd struck nnothei
mine. As the one remaining destroyer
turned to run we made for her at an
angle and got her. She went up with
an appalling roar.
"We hnd no chance to breathe, however, for something dropped Into the
sea close by and exploded. Swinging
our periscope upward we found three
Taubés circling above us. We turned
and cut for home, with the trio hanging over us for more than half an
hour, dropping bombs all around us,
and after running with the fear of
death In our hearts for more than an
hour we got within our cruising area
and the Taubes were driven away by a
couple of our own senplnnes.
"The lieutenant got the Victoria
cross for his work and we all got the
Military cross."

FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

Eighteen survivors of the Vacuum
arlved at Liverpool.
Fourteen Dutch ships which had
been guaranteed safe passage by Germany arrived in Holland from Eng-

IN PARAGRAPHS

.
land.
German troops on the western front
are on short rations because ot the
food shortage, says a dispatch from
Cologne.
Seventy-fivNorwegian
vessels
were sunk by German submarines In
April and more than 100 sailors lost
their lives.
It Is officially announced that 1,000,-00city children will be placed on
German farms this summer by the

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
"
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD..

e

DURING THE PAST WEEK

0

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
WUrn Ntwipaptr Union nmwt swrlo.
ABOUT THE WAR
China and Haiti declared to be on
rerge of entering war.
Vienna declares Russian attack in
Carpathian mountains was repulsed.
British attack on Arras front halted. English and German troops apparently exhausted by fierce fighting.
The amount of the first loans to
France and Italy, Secretary McAdoo

e

front.
British drive lines farther forward
In Mesopotamia, while Turks force
Russians to evacuate Mush, an Important city In Turkish Armenia.
Friday the French captured the
village of Craonne along the Alsne
and took first German line on
mile front northwest of

lf

Rheims.
.

French war statement admits slight

German success In
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Jean Mltchelle, private In the One Hundred and. Twelfth' regiment of the
French army, reflecting the smile of a United States naval. officer, both happy
In the first two months of unreIn the relationship of their respective nations In the upholding of justice and stricted submarine warfare more than
human rights. The French soldier is In this country on a four months' furlough 1,600,000 tons of shipping wng siinll
and Is (pending part of that precious time In helping the United States navy by the Germans, Dr. Karl Helfferlch,
:
.
u
in Its recruiting campaign.
German secretary of the Interior, told
the Reichstag main committee at Am'
.
sterdam. ' .
A band of Villa 'followers led by
AMERICA IN WAR MEANS FREE WORLD Salazar and Quevedo was engaged
and defeated by a cavalry force from
:
: 'v ; the Juarez garrison under Maj. '
Sanchez, according to an offiour neutrality until the moFormer Premier of Greece Says malntnln
report
cial
received at the military
ment Bulgaria attacked Serbia. Had
this policy of the king been sincere it headquarters in Juarez, which added
Democratic Nations Will At- -;
would have been entirely honorable. that the fight took place at Aguaje del
tain Peace Ideals.
Gacho, a point near. San Juan Mines,
But, as events afterward demonstrated, his policy lacked sincerity. Under nine miles south of Fort Hancock,
the veneer of pacifism that policy at- Tex.
CHANGE IN RUSSIA PLEASES tempted to exploit the lassitude which WESTERN
seized Greece after the two Balkan
Villa forces concentrating at point
wars.
near Fabens, Tex.
But In reality his policy was due to
Sixty - bodies have been taken
Attempt to Establish "Divine Right" a secret pact with Germany and had
from the Victor mine at Hastings,
In Greece "Doomed to Failure,"
no other purpose than promoting the
victory of Germany, because the tri- Colo., where 120 miners lost their
Says Famous Statesman
umph of Prusslanlsm, In the king's lives April 27th, by an explosion.
Sympathies With Entente.
Chicago's first day of welcome to
opinion, was the only possible opporField Marshal Joffre, former Premier
tunity
for
him
to
impose
on
Greece
By ELEUTHERIOS VENIZELOS.
Rene VivlanI and their entourage of
an absolute monarchy.
(President of the Greek Provisional GovWe
have proof of this. When Bul- the French commission culminated in
ernment.)
that has garia attacked Serbia the crown Im- the Auditorium theater in one of the
Salónica. The change
taken place In the Russian govern- mediately took a position conflicting most remarkable meetings ever held
ment has been hailed by the new with that of the majority of the new in Chicago.
Five men were arrested at CheyGreece with sincere Joy, because the parliament, refusing to fulfill the obliabolition of despotism and the triumph gations contracted by our alllnnce with enne by federal agents on a charge of
of democratic principles ' in Russia Serbia, and thus opposing the will of conspiracy to defraud the government
proves In the most conclusive manner the entire country as expressed of $200,000 through the sale of stolen
that the struggle now going on In the through the recent election. The king high grade gold ore. Tony Cuaz,
world Is essentially a contest between told me nt that time that he did not another member of the alleged conconsider himself bound to abide by spiracy, was arrested in San Frandemocracy and autocracy. .
The entrance Into the war of the the wishes of the people. He said that cisco.
great American republic Is the most whenever an importnnt International
At the end of the five months' govemphatic confirmation possible of the matter came up for decision he re- ernorship contest, instituted by formThe served the right to impose upon the er Governor G. W. P. Hunt, judgment
nature of the world conflict.
struggle of the Greek liberal forces nation his personal viewpoint, claim- was entered by County Judge Stanagainst King Constantlne's clique has ing that he was responsible to God ford at Phoenix, Ariz., for Thomas E.
never been a fight between people fa- only.
Campbell, de facto governor, who has
voring war and those who fnvor peace,
"Divine Right" Doomed to Failure.
held the office since early In the year
but It is a struggle of democracy
on an order from the Supreme Court
Is quite obvious that such an atIt
against autrocracy. No party wished tempt to establish In Greece the prin- sustaining his certificate of election.
for a prolonged period of peace more ciple of monarchy by divine right is
than the Liberals, especially after the doomed to failure nt a time when that WASHINGTON
Plans for great national service
exhaustion resulting from the two re- very principle is abolished In Russia.
made up of men not subject to
cent Balkan wars.
Furthermore, the victory over Prusare submitted.
draft
Entente.
With
the
Sympathies
sian absolutism and militarism, which
The British transport Arcadian was
Because of the democratic senti- will be more decisive and more comments of the country, however, as well plete now, owing to the Immense mate- sunk by a submarine April 15th. It
as on account of the bonds of grati- rial and moral résources thrown In the Is believed 279 men were drowned.
tude and common Interest existing balance by the great American repubThe government soon will send to
between the powers that guaranteed lic, will not only result in the miser- Russia a commission of four railroad
Greek safety and constitution In the able fullure of the attempt made by experts to help reorganize the Ruseastern Mediterranean, and also be- King Constantlne, but, we believe and sian transportation systems.
cause of our alliance with Serbia, all hope, will nlso demolish In Germany,
Subscriptions to ,the liberty loan
our sympathies were from the begin- to Its very foundations, the antiquated poured into the Treasury Department
powInstitution of nutocrncy, which is In- Friday at the rate of
ning of the war with the entente
nearly $20,000,-00ers. Moreover, we were firmly con- compatible with modern civilization
an hour. of
developments
the
gave
Ideals
with
the
that
to
and
birth
vinced that the
The American sailing vessel Margreat struggle would, sooner or later, the great North American republic.
Allow me to ndd that the entrance garet was destroyed- - off the Irish
mnke our Intervention Inevitable on
of the United States into the war coast on April 27th by a submarine,
account of our treaty with Serbia.
against the central' powers and the being set on fire.
, In this conviction we were strengthrecogThe full strength of the first war
noble words uttered by the president
never
which
Turkey,
ened after
nized our sovereignty over the isles of In congress make It certain for us that army organization under the selective
the archipelago and which never the peace that will follow the victory draft bill will be 18,538 officers and
censed to proclaim plainly that she will give birth to a new political world, 528,659 enlisted men.
The British forces on the western
would go as far as a war declaration in which the right of
w'lll be guaranteed to every people. front are two weeks ahead of their
In order to take possession of them,
had entered Into the war on the side The league of democratic nations will attacking schedule, according to a
attain the Ideal of universal peace and cablegram received in Washington by
of the central powers.
There never was any doubt in our eradicate forever the destructive agen- Secretary Balfour from the foreign office. The advance, it said, has been
minds that the world war was our cy now ravaging humanity.
mnch faster than expected and the
own war and that It was Incumbent
The melting point of ductile tung- loases smaller.
upon us to enter Into It at the first
sten is higher than that of any other
"i
General purchasing committee may
opportunity.
Opposed to this policy was mat or known metal nnd Its tensile strength be organized in Washington to
s
supplies for allies.
the king, who claimed that we should exceeds that of Iron and nickel.
.
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SNAPS BIRDS FOR MOVIES
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Norman McCllntock of Pittsburgh,
naturalist and ornithologist, Is shown here with his movie camera all set to photograph birds at close
range. He pitches his tent near the
nest and stays there for hours inside
It In all sorts of weather. To keep the
click of the camera shutter from scaring his subjects, he Installs a
metronome In the tent. The
metronome, used wherever young hopefuls bang the plano. tlcks so constantly
that the birds soon pay no attention to
it, and Its noise dwwns the click of
,
the camera.
well-know- n

tlck-tockl-

,

government.
The Alaska Legislature has adjourned.
Appropriations of nearly
$1,500,000 were passed by the session,
including $100,000 for war defenses.
The admiralty reports that the missing boat from the American steamer
Rockingham,
with all the fourteen
men, has been picked up by a British
steamer.
The Mexican law of 1862 revoking
Individual guarantees, which is equivalent to martial law, was officially
rescinded after being In force since
last August.
The Maasbode of Maestrlcht says
that serious revolts occurred in Berlin. According to the paper the mob
became so menacing that machine
guns were used against it.
Gen. Obregon, one of the Mexico
government's chief supporters, resigned his position as minister of war,
a short time after President Carranza
had been sworn Into office.
The Telegraaf of Amsterdam states
that the bombs which were dropped on
Zlerlkzee did such extensive damage
that the village Is In ruins, more than
100 houses being
smashed or dam-

Woman Tell How $5 Worth
of Pinkham' Compound
Made Her Well.
Lima. Ohio. "I was all broken down
in health from a displacement. One of my
lady friends came to
see ma and she advised me to commence taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and to tue Lydia E.
Pinkham's Sanativa
Wash. I began taking your remedies
and took $5. 00 worth
and in two months
was a well woman
after three doctors said I never would
stand np straight again. I was a midwife for seven years and I recommended
the Vegetable Compound to every woman to take before birth and afterwards, and they all got along so nicely
that it surely is a godsend to suffering
women.
If women wish to write to
me I will be delighted to answer them."
Mrs.jENNiB Moyer, 842 E.North St,
Lima, Ohio.
Women who suffer from displaca
menta, weakness, irregularities, nervousness, backache, or bearing-dowpains, need the tonic properties of the
roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
n

aged.

e

sector, although the greater number
of German attacks were repulsed with
heavy losses.
Capture of Fresnoy, which Is four
miles beyond the Vlmy Ridge, fell to
the Canadians, giving these troops the
added distinction of having cut. their
way through the Hindenburg line.
" A compilation
from British, French
and ' German official communiques
shows that 717 aeroplanes were shot
down on the western front during
April. The Germans lost 369;
the
.BriFrench and Belgians 201, and the
''
tish
' -' '
-

luHln

IN HEALTH

"

announced, will be $100,000,000 each.
It was reported at Amsterdam that
the Germans are preparing to evacuate St. Quentln on the Arras-Alsn-

HAPPY TO BE ALLIES IN THE WAR

BROKEN DOWN

pur-ahas-

COCKROACHES

Thfl Council of Workmen's and Soldiers' delegates at Petrograd have acare saslly kllltd by using
cepted the government's explanation
of its May Day note by a vote of 34
to 19 and has decided that the inciFull directions in 15 langusges
dent is closed.'
Sold everywhsre 25c and $1.00
According to the London Central
U.S.Government Duys It
News, the Norwegian foreign office
has announced the sinking of the Nor- Are You Getting Yours?
wegian steamers Rectoría and Lang-lan$12 MONTHLY PENSIONS NOW ALLOWED
by German submarines. The Anf man who icrred d&yi defending whlut Me-

Stearns1 Electric Paste

d

RU

crews were" saved.
Talaat Pasha, who arrived at Vienna
from German headquarters, in' an in-

terview states that Turkey has communicated to President (Wilson full
conditions which the Turkish government will accept peace.
The theory that more boy babies
than girls are born In war time Is
supported by the annual report of the
registrar general for. England and
Wales.
During the first quarter ot
the war the proportion rose to 1,043
boys to 1,000 girls, and the succeeding
quarter was 1,044."
'
'
SPORTING "NEWS

tier walnut bostlle Indians In campaign between
IriH and 1HMI, !a(d Hit or orer, (or bla nnmarrleil
widow) tinlena now drawing s pension, should
free particulars and blank forma
fromptlr seenre Give
fnll name, age, dale of mUNler-lo- g
in, dlaohargeand all military serrloe. (names of
officers 11 possible) and list of ooorades now llrlng.
PUBLIC
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Raid on Destructive Garden Pests
Rioht Time Much More Effective
Than Poison.

at

The boy who gets out early In the
morning In his young garden nnd begins to pick squash bugs, cucumber
beetles, potato bug, and such, slugs
and cut and wire worms ns are In
sight, with his thumb and forefinger
Standing; of Western League Clubs.
CLUBS.
Won. Lost. Pot. and drop them In a deep can, will do
,
6
1
.667
Denver
could do In
7
.636 more good than poison
Des Moines
.4
6
4
St. Joseph
.600 three days, sujs a writer in the Amer-

'

Lincoln
Sioux City
Omaha
Joplln
Wichita
All

.

i '

6
6
5

6
5

3

.10

i

.645
.600
.600
.400
.221

collegiate athletics, including

football and basketball, may be abandoned at Colorado universities next
fall as a result of the war.
A world's record was established at
Chicago in the game between Chicago
and Cincinnati, each club going nine
innings without a hit or run. The
game was a fine pitching duel be
tween Vaughn and Toney. The game
was won by Cincinnati 1 to 0.
The baseball team from the University of Colorado defeated the nine of
the Agricultural College at Fort Collins by giving the pitcher better support. The score was 4 to 2. The vic,

tory gave the university the championship of the Rocky Mountain conference.

GENERAL
New Vork City "bone dry" for few
hours because of new liquor laws.
Rockefeller foundation appropriates
large sum for medical work during
war.
Cargo of Norwegian exports, first
for several months,
reached New
York.
The Rt. Rev. William D. Walker,
D. D., LL. D, bishop of the Episcopal
Church of Western New York, died
at his home at Buffalo after a brief
Illness.
Count Adam TarnowskI von Tar-nothe unreceived Austrian ambassador to the United States, befdre sailing from New York for his honiV land,
issued farewell greetings to his countrymen and advice to "honor the land
whose hospitality they enjoy and In
which they earn their livelihood."
Enormous profits and extensive operations are disclosed in the pamphlet
report of the Anaconda Copper Mining
Company for 1916. Total revenues of
$150,540,688 are shown as compared
with $87,386,807 in 1915 and a balance
for dividends of $50,828,373 contrasted
with $16,695,806 in the preceding year.

British labor leaders, appointed by
their government to confer with
American labor in the conduct of the
war, arrived in the United States and
proceeded at once to Washington.
Announcement was made In Parliament at Ottawa by Sir Thomas Whlt,
the minister of finance, that plans are
under way for joint action by Canada
and the United States to reduce the
price of wheat.
Rev. George H. Varden, author, educator and Baptist preacher, died in
Lexington, Kentucky,

ican Boy.
Pour boiling hot water Into the tin
holding these insects to make ' sure
they nre killed. Go the rounds every
morning.
Do not wait until after
school, or late in the day, because they
hnve feasted and crawled away to
sleep and rest most of them. Do not
try to pick them at noon because they
hide underground or behind leaves to
get out- - of the hot sun. Rut bright
and early In the morning they come
out with the sparkling dew to get
busy and out the good things you
hnve planted. Get up on hour earlier
three .nornings a week Just to do
this, and the result will rigmy you ten
times over when your garden begins
to supply you with peas and beans and
cucumbers and lettuce nnd radishes
nd ninny other delicacies.
Teople who talk too much think too

little.
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THE SNOW STORM means dollars to all of us, but those
who have been unable to attend our

Special Cash Sale

this Week have surely lost some dollars.
That EVERYONE may reap the benefit of the

LOW PRICES
we are making, we have concluded to continue to offer the public, up to and

including

atttrday May 19th.
the same special price that we have been naming this week.
Ask the people who have been here. If you didn't get to town this week, you
can well afford to walk in next week rather than miss this opportunity.
Yours very truly,

loersheimM ercantileCo
ROY,

SPRINGER,
3E

New Mexico.

ABBOTT,
3

1L

L

2L

1L

30

"THE ONE PRICE STORE"
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STATE BANK REPORT

Personal Mention 1

Report of the condition' of the ÜÓy Trust
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
the close of business . May. st, 1 9 1 7. ;

snininimi i iniiiiiiuHif

1 1 1 1

Mr. Blickenstaff, of Solano left
Rev. Russel came down from
last week for Redlands California Dawson last week and spent sevto join his wife and daughter, eral days with his family at La'
Mrs. Crull. . He is driving thru guna Seca Ranch.
in a Ford Car and is well on the

jwy ere this.

0. Seright, of Mills renews
and Star subscriptions,

S-- A

Jim (Bean) Johnson was the this week. He is farming this
first to call us up over the new season with a splendid prospect
Rural telephone line last week.
for a wheat crop, as we saw
when passing his farm recently.

rui.

'

, 1

;

;

P.
his

,

1120,901.07

$27,112:70

other than Real Estate
(c) All Other Loans

157,627,01
$35.261.36
'

'

Furniture and Fixtures

6

Other Real Estate Owned

7

Due from Banks"

8

Checks and other Cash Items

9

Actual Cash on Hand
Gold Coin
Silver Coin

'.

.

'.',

'

$799.06
$3,884.25

$1093.75
'
$1388,00

6

Friday Evenin:
M'.ay 11th

7
8

This is an Immensely funny plot
and the young people have Been Especially trained for it.
Come and get your money's worth
in Good Clean Fur.

25c
35c

On Other Individual Deposits

$154,331.87

and

,

5
.

3

V

Undivided Profita

Individual Deposits, subject to check
without notice

$91,647.23

',

percent

Date paid
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF MORA,

!

SB

H. B. Jones, President, C. L Justice, Cashier;
.
H. B. Jones, Director,
S. Floersheim, Director
L. Justice, Director, of the Roy Trust and Savings
Bank,
a Bank organized under the laws
State-- of
New Mexico, upon
of the Territory-no- w
oath duly sworn, each for himself deposeth and says

1917

'

are correct and true.

Re-

'

C. L. Justice, Cashier, '
H. B. Jones, President
S. Floersheim, Director,

H. B. Jones, Director,
C. L. Justice, Director,
Subscribed and sworn to
May. A. I). 1917.

Savings Dept.

Certificates of Deposit
Cashier's Checks outstanding,-

,

per cent

George Lucas and wife return.
ed to Dawson Thursday after
spending several days at their
farm near Liberty. Georire ex
tends a cordial invitation to us
to come to Dawson and assures
us that we will "Know we are in
the country when we
back."

jet

Orrin Blanchard who has been
working as night agent at Carri-zoz- o
was in Roy visiting friends
this week. He was on his way
to French to visit his parents
and it is our guess that he missed the train and it wasn't a MAÑ,
that detained him.
Pablo Branch writes us from
Hanna Wyoming sending regards
to friends here and wishing we
had the moisture they have there
to spare. The grass is good and
sheep so high priced as to make
them very careful with them.

Signed:

$15,000.00
Í300.00
$3,140,18

Certificates of Deposit

4

on
deposits and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
above named bank at the close of business May, lit,

Capital Stock Paid In
Surplus

11

.

Admission
Reserved Seats
:'.
Curtain Raises 8:00

2
3

2

;,, '. ,

'

that the above and foregoing statements of the
sources and Liabilities, Depositors, Interest paid

Total Resources

1

M

On

696

$21,099.38

Liabilities

Roy, N.

66

Interest paid on Deposits
Savings Deposits

1

$6,945.00

Other Resources, Expenses etc.

10

Number of Savings Depositors,

$500.00

$797.50

Currency
Legal Tender Note3
National Bank Notes
Cash Not Classified

'

"

"

2. All Other Depositors (excluding Banks)

$203.11

5

$154,331.87

Dividends paid during the past year

2 Overdrafts

AT THE

Assembly Hall

Loans and Discounts

(a) Sec'd by R'l Estate
mortgages, owned '
(b) Sec'd by Colateral,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Total Liabilities

1

&

Guy Hayes substitute carrier
The Chilli Dinner given by the
on Route 1 tried to make it on Church Ladies Wednesday was
horse back Tuesday with the another, success financially and
mail.
otherwise.

High School Play

Payable, including Certificates of
Deposits representing Money, Borrowed

Depositors

Resources,

1 1

LOCAL

1

12 Bills

í

iiiinif mi n niiiinuii i n innuimi i m i mi iniiiiiiiiiii
1 1

Reserved for Taxes

this 8th day of

Al. S. HANSON,
$44,223.41
$15.00

-

beforS-m-

Pete Laumbach was due in
Clayton Tuesday to buy an Isolat
ed tract he had arranged for.
The snow prevented his getting
there and he passed it up and
started over as a matter of

(SEAL)
.
My commission expires

Notary Public
Mar. 2. 1920.

Owing to the wet weather and
Grant Kitchell is home from
The dinner served by the
consequent
bad roads for the
where he has been
Aid of the Christian Church
country
members,
the Woodmen
t:,,;i,i;.-,,t
meeting
ii
M.W.A.
attending the
i.: duiiuius
I at ine new c lueisneim
deciced to
World
have
of
,
the
held there last week.
at the opening of the new Store
which
postpone
banquet
was
the
Monday and Tuesday was a sucMay 17, until
scheduled,
for
cess, Prandially speaking. The
Notice to Taxpayers
...
fact that the country reduced June 21st.
The last half of your taxes are their patronage but the town
substitute
John Brckmari,
now due, and will be delinquent people took advantage of the
down
Mills,
came
mail
carries
at
feed.
and subject to penalty the first situation and had a rare
Thursday
to
"Polly"
the
take
on
well
The candy booth was also
day of June.
examination
civil
service
Pay your taxes now and avoid patronized and they made quite the
held here in the afternoon.
having to pay publication charg a tidy sum of money.
Albuquerque

TTii

I

es etc.

Henry Fliess had to pospone
his sale dated for May 8th on account of weather conditions. He
will try it again May 17th at which
time we hope all will attend. A
Holstein cow, Jersey Heiffer,
farm machinery new lumber and
chickens are some of the things
' '
he will sell,
Miss Sarah Myers is planning
to have a sale May 29th. She
will sell her stock and farm
machinery and go back to Ohio to
care for her ' mother who is in
need of her constant care in fu-

ture.

Myers has been one of
most
raining our
successful farmers and
many friends will regret the
for her leaving here.
Miss

.' C. U. Strong.
Treas. and Coll.. Mora Co.

The Kitchell flits have
stalled a new telephone.

.

in- -

Thursday May 10,
hard as we go to press.

ne-ess- ity

